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Search for anisotropy of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays

A. A. Mikha lova) and M. I. Pravdin
Institute of Space Research and Aeronomy, 677891 Yakutsk, Russia

~Submitted 18 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 289–292~10 September 1997!

It is shown that a statistically significant anisotropy exists in the arrival
directions of cosmic rays with energies;131017 eV and 431018 eV.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00117-5#

PACS numbers: 96.40.2z, 95.85.Ry

We have examined the arrival directions of extensive air showers~EASs! produced
by ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays and registered by the Yakutsk EAS apparatus.1 In the
period 1974–1995 the apparatus detected more than 500 000 showers with ener
331016–231020 eV. To make a more accurate estimate of the parameters of the E
the events for analysis were chosen according to the following criteria: arrival at z
anglesu,60° and actuation of at least three master stations with a particle densityr at
each detector greater than 0.8 particles/m2 in measurements since 1982 and greater t
2 particles/m2 in measurements going back to 1974. In the measurements going ba
1974 showers with energies above 1018 eV were analyzed for the period from Novemb
to May ~the months during which the apparatus operated most smoothly!, and in the
measurements since 1982 showers with energies below 1018 eV were analyzed for the
same months. This left approximately 230 000 showers with energies above 331016 eV.
The energy of the primary particle engendering an EAS was determined to within;30%
and the arrival angle was determined to within;3 –7°. The energy of the showers wa
determined in terms of the particle densityr at a distance of 600 m from the axis of th
shower, taking into account the surrounding air temperatureT and pressureP
(E54.831017r600(u,P,T) eV!.2

The entire observed energy range was divided into 10 uniform intervals, an
harmonics were determined, taking into account the exposure of the apparatus, acc
to the arrival directions of the showers in right ascension. The exposure of the app
was determined to within 1 min in right ascension and its amplitude is;1.3%. The
results of the harmonic analysis — the amplitudes and phases of the first harmonic
shown in Fig. 1. It is seen from the figure that, although a statistically significant am
tude was not observed, the phases in some neighboring intervals are correlated w
another to within the limits of error: for 331016–331017 eV and 231018–431019 eV.

Combining the first four energy intervals we obtain a statistically significant am
tude and phase of the first harmonic for the interval 3310162331017 eV:
r 151.3560.36%,w15123°, andn5152280~number of events!. The probability of this
happening accidentally isP;0.0009. In what follows, we shall denote the energy ran
3310162331017 eV by the letterE1 and the harmonic obtained there by the vec
R1~1.3; 123°).
305 3050021-3640/97/050305-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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For the energy range 231018–431019 eV the phases in five independent ener
intervals fall within a 73° interval in right ascension (326° –37°) and they are dire
toward the galactic plane. The probability of this happening accidentally eq
P<0.001. The fact that the phases are directed toward the galactic plane most
indicates that cosmic rays with energies up to 431019 eV are galactic rays, confirming
our previous results~see, for example, Ref. 3!. Combining these energy intervals w
obtain a statistically significant amplitude and phase for the first harmo
r 156.461.8%, w15347°, andn55683, the probability of this happening accidenta
being P;0.0027. In what follows, we designate the energy range 231018–431019 eV
by the letterE2 and the harmonic obtained there by the vectorR2~6.4; 347°).

We performed an additional analysis in order to verify that the observed aniso
is not accidental. The daily and seasonal variations of the surrounding air temperaT
and pressureP could influence the arrival-direction distribution of the number of sho
ers. This effect can be substantial for small energy ranges. We shall consider fir
arrival directions of showers in the energy rangeE1.

1. If the threshold for selecting events with respect to densityr at the master station
is increased, then the following amplitudesr 1 and phasesw1 of the first harmonic are
obtained: a! r 151.560.5%, w15133°, and n572586 for r.1.2 particles/m2;
b! r 150.661%, w15157°, andn519534 forr.2 particles/m2. Analysis shows that
when the detection threshold was changed, the phase of the anisotropy change
little: w15123°.

Figure 2 shows the distributions of the vectors of the first harmonic in terms o
solar-diurnal (S8), sidereal-diurnal (S), and antisidereal-diurnal (A) variations. Assum-
ing that the spurious sidereal anisotropy is due to solar-diurnal variations which
constant in phase, we estimated the true sidereal anisotropy by the method of Ref.
estimate gives the vectorr150.460.6%, w15151°. This vector, which is determine
from only the arrival time of the showers, is consistent with the main vectorR1~1.3;
123°), obtained with the individual arrival directions of the showers taken into acco

Next we shall analyze both energy rangesE1 andE2.

The amplitudes and phases of the first harmonic of the arrival directions of sho

FIG. 1. Results of harmonic analysis.R1, R2 — statistically significant amplitudes in the energy rangesE1
~from 331016 to 331017 eV! andE2 ~from 231018 to 431019 eV!.
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the end of the observation periods, starting with 1982 for theE1 region and 1974 for the
E2 region, are shown in parentheses!. As one can see from Fig. 3, in theE1 energy range
the amplitudes and phases lie within their error limits from the resultant vectorR1~1.3;
123°) and they lie in the same half plane. The probability that all vectors lie in the s
half plane isP5531024. A similar pattern is observed in theE2 energy range. The
probability that all vectors lie in the same half plane isP5131023.

The amplitudes and phases of the first harmonic of the arrival directions of sho
for separate observation months over the entire period are displayed in Fig. 4~the num-
bers of the months are given in parentheses!. As one can see from the figures, in bo
energy rangesE1 andE2 all vectors are always located within their error limits from t
main vectorsR1~1.3; 123°) andR2~6.4; 347°) and they lie in the same half plane as

FIG. 2. First harmonics for the solar-diurnal (S8), sidereal-diurnal (S), and antisidereal-diurnal (A) variations.
The circles show the errors in the harmonics.

FIG. 3. First harmonics obtained from short observation periods in the energy rangesE1 andE2. The numbers
indicate the years at the end of the observation periods.
307 307JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 A. A. Mikha lov and M. I. Pravdin
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main vectors. The probabilities of this happening accidentally in the casesE1 andE2 are
equal 831023.

Analysis of the data for separate observation years and months confirms the in
obtained vectorsR1~1.3; 123°) andR2~6.4; 347°).

Of course, it is difficult to say that the effect of temperature and pressure on
particle distribution has been taken into account completely. But it should be ke
mind that the vectorsR1~1.3; 123°) andR2~6.4; 347°) are in antiphase, and any fact
that decreases the significance of one vector can automatically increase the signi
of the other vector.

In conclusion, a statistically significant anisotropy has been found with amplit
and phasesr 151.3560.36% and w15123° for energies of ;1017 eV and
r 156.461.8% andw15347° for energies of;431018 eV. Efforts to take the effective
atmospheric conditions into account in order to determine the anisotropy more accu
will continue.

a!e-mail: mikhailov@sci.yakutia.ru

1N. N. Efremov, A. A. Mikhailov, M. I. Pravdin, and I. Ye. Sleptsov,Proceedings of the Internationa
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2V. N. Afanasiev, M. N. Dyakonov, V. P. Egorovaet al., Proceedings of the International Symposium
Extremely High-Energy Cosmic Rays: Astrophysics and Future Observations, Tokyo, 1996, p. 32.

3N. N. Efimov and A. A. Mikha�lov, JETP Lett.54, 67 ~1991!.
4F. J. Farley and J. R. Storey, Proc. Roy. Soc. A67, 996 ~1954!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 4. First harmonics obtained from separate months of observations in the energy rangesE1 andE2 ~the
numbers represent the months!. Circles — errors in the harmonics.
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Unification of interactions in a model with composite
particles

L. V. Prokhorova)

Scientific-Research Institute of Physics, St. Petersburg State University,
198904 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 30 June 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 293–298~10 September 1997!

A model for the unification of interactions with composite quarks, lep-
tons, and Higgs fields is proposed on the basis of theSU(5) group. The
model explains in a natural manner the appearance of generations, mix-
ing of cato-quarks, proton decay, and so on. A number of effects are
predicted, specifically, the existence of a fourth generation of particles.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00217-X#

PACS numbers: 12.60.Rc

INTRODUCTION

Experimental indications that quarks may not be elementary particles1 make it nec-
essary to take a new look at the unification problem. Models with composite par
~quarks, leptons, and Higgs fields! merit special attention. Arguments in favor of a com
posite nature of quarks and leptons are briefly reproduced below.2

This conjecture follows from two facts which are now reliably established:!
Quarks and leptons interact weakly in the same manner, and 2! the electroweak interac
tion is described by a theory with non-Abelian local gauge symmetry. This means
quarks and leptons transform identically under the operations of this group. How i
possible? After all, quarks and leptons are completely different particles: Quarks in
strongly and leptons do not. This can happen in only two cases. First, it can hap
quarks and leptons belong to the same multiplet of an enveloping gauge group
contains as subgroups the strong and electroweak interactions. This is the grand u
tion path.3 Second, it can happen if the quarks and leptons are composite particle
contain the same subparticles which interact only weakly~i.e., which realize the funda
mental representation of the groupSU(2)3U(1)). The second alternative has bee
developed less actively, since it presupposed a knowledge of the forces which bin
subparticles. The experiment of Ref. 1 has given the first indication of the size of q
(Lc;1.6 TeV!, making it possible to look at the problem from a new point of view.

CHOICE OF GAUGE GROUP

Let us suppose that quarks and leptons are composite particles. There imme
arises the question of the forces which bind the subparticles. The simplest assump
that, besides the groups of strong and electroweak interactions, there is an add
group ~for example, the hypercolor groupSU(n)c8, n>3) that binds the subparticle
similarly to the color groupSU(3)c . This path, however, merely transfers the problem
309 3090021-3640/97/050309-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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shorter distances where it must be solved anew. Indeed, now the subparticlesc must
carry two indicesca8

i and ca8
a , where i 51, 2 ~electroweak interactions!, a51,2,3

~strong interactions!, a851,2, . . . ,n ~hypercolor!, and it must be assumed that these m
tiplets are parts of the fundamental representationCA(ca8

i ,ca8
a , . . . ) of anenveloping

group that includesSU(n)c8, SU(3)c , andSU(2)3U(1) as subgroups. But now ther
once again arises the problem of the forces that confine the subparticlesC, similarly to
the situation when the symmetry groupG5SU(5).SU(3)c3SU(2)3U(1) was cho-
sen as the minimum possible group. For this reason, we shall start with theSU(5) group
without introducing additional gauge fields. Superconductivity can serve as an argu
in favor of this solution: In a theory with theU(1) gauge group, Cooper pairs wit
nonzero binding energy appear without the introduction of additional forces. The ass
tion made obviously presupposes a quite complicated structure of the vacuum.

MODEL

Let us assume that the theory is determined by the gauge groupSU(5). Its elemen-
tary representationza (z1, . . . ,z5) corresponds to a quintuplet of fundamental fermio
From these fermions composite fermions can be constructed~decuplet and singlet!:

vab5eabc1c2c3zc1
* zc2

* zc3
* , v5ea1 . . . a5za1

* . . . za5
* , ~1!

whereea1 . . . a5 is the antisymmetric unit tensor of theSU(5) group; the bilinear fields

areF5za* za ~singlet!, Fa
b5za* zb2 1

5Fda
b (24-plet!, and«abc5eabca1a2za1

* za2
* ~decuplet!;

and, the scalar quintet is

wa5eaa1 . . . a4za1
* . . . za4

* . ~2!

There are a total five fundamental and 11 composite fermions as well as a
scalar fields. If, now, the quintupletza is identified with the right-handedd-quarks, a
positron, and an antineutrino

zR
a[~qa,l i !R[~d1,d2,d3,e1, ñ !R ~3!

(a51,2,3 enumerates the color indices andi 54,5 enumerates the isotopic indices, i.
the indices of theSU(2) group of the electroweak interactions! and the conjugate quin
tuplet is identified with theirCP-conjugates

z̃ aL[~ q̃a , l̃ i !L[~ d̃1 , d̃2 , d̃3 ,e2,n!L , ~4!

then it is easily seen that the decuplet

vL
ab5S 0 Ũ3 2Ũ2 2U1 2D1

. 0 Ũ1 2U2 2D2

. . 0 2U3 2D3

. . . 0 2E1

. . . . 0

D
L

~5!

together with the fundamental quintuplet give a complete set of fermions of the sta
model
310 310JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 L. V. Prokhorov
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2 . ~6!

The composite particles are designated by capital letters; the quarksUR are obtained by
CP-conjugation from the particlesŨL in the upper left-hand corner of the matrix~5!.

The Lagrangian of the model is identical to that of QCD for one flavor with
gauge group changing asSU(3)→SU(5).

Thus, we have a model with the gauge groupSU(5) and composite quarks an
leptons. In addition to the standard set, there is another fermionv, which, however, is a
SU(5) singlet and does not interact with the gauge fields at low energies~i.e., it is
difficult to observe!. The componentsw i ( i 51,2) of the field~2! can be identified with
the Higgs field of the standard model. The fundamental particles and their compo
are:

Particles Antiparticles

fermions

@d1,d2,d3,e1, ñ #R @ d̃1 , d̃2 , d̃3 ,e2,n#L

Ua~ d̃ d̃n!L Ua~de1 ñ !R Ũa~ d̃e2n!L Ũa~ddñ !R

Da~ d̃ d̃e2!L D̃a~dde1!R

E1~ d̃ d̃ d̃ !L E2~ddd!R

v~ d̃ d̃ d̃e2n! ṽ~ddde1 ñ !;

; ~7!

Higgs fields

w1~ d̃ d̃ d̃n! w1
1~dddñ !

w0~ d̃ d̃ d̃e2! w0
1~ddde1!. ~8!

It is interesting to watch how masses appear in the proposed model. For exam
the transition

eL
2w0

1~ddde1!

→→→ ER
2 ~9!

the left-handed electron annihilates with a right-handed positron of the Higgs fieldw0
1

~see Eqs.~7! and ~8!; it is assumed that̂w0
1&0Þ0, ^w0&0Þ0). The mass of thed quark

is generated similarly:

dR
w0~ d̃ d̃ d̃e2!

→→→ DL . ~10!

Proton decay is described just as simply:

P$U~ d̃ d̃n!U~ d̃ d̃n!D~e2 d̃ d̃ !%→$U~ d̃ d̃n!Ũ~ d̃e2n!E1~ d̃ d̃ d̃ !%5p0$UŨ%E1,
~11!
311 311JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 L. V. Prokhorov
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i.e., an exchange of ad̃ quark and an electroneL
2 ~or d̃ andn) between theU andD

quarks of a proton is equivalent to the transitionP→p0e1.

Particle generations appear naturally in the model. For example, the replacem
an elementaryd̃ quark in aD quark by a compositeD̃ quark signifies the appearance
a fermion of a new type, which is naturally identified as anS quark
SL( d̃D̃e2)[SL( d̃(dde1)e2), and a fermion with two quarks replaced is identified a
B quarkBL(D̃D̃e2). Them andt leptons arise similarly:MR

2(ddD) andTR
2(dDD).

The model predicts the existence of a fourth generation of particles

Q~D̃D̃E2!, L2~DDD !; ~12!

the first one being a quark and the second a lepton.

A neutrino can transform in the vacuum into anv particle

n
w0~ d̃ d̃ d̃e2!

→→→ v, ~13!

i.e., v can be identified withnR , and neutrinos possess mass. Older-generation neut
are obtained by replacing the elementary quarks inv by composite quarks, for example

nmR5v~ d̃ d̃D̃e2n!. ~14!

The mixingd, s, b→d8, s8, b8 occurs via transitions of the type

DL~ d̃ d̃e2!
w0

1~ddde1!

→→→ SL~ d̃~dde1!e2! ~15!

as a result of the annihilation of thed̃ and d quarksDL and w0
1 . In the limit of zero

neutrino masses, mixing of neutrinos does not occur and in this approximation
Cabibbo angle for leptons equals zero.

We note that thed quarks in an electronER
2 cannot be in anS state: Color antisym-

metry presupposes the same symmetry of the wave function relative to transpositi
the spins and coordinates of the quarks. Since the spin ofER

2 equals 1/2, its wave
function cannot be symmetric with respect to the spin variables. This also concerns
composite particles (U, D). This is not a difficulty, since the quantum numbers ofER

2 are
dictated by the quantum numbers of its chiral partnereL

2 and the properties of the
vacuum~see Eq.~9!; incidentally, q̄q pairs of the chiral vacuum condensate are found
the 3P0 state!.

CHARACTERISTIC SCALES AND MASSES

The complexity of the vacuum and the large size of the gauge group make
complex picture.

Scales

Since the nature of confinement is as yet unclear, we shall assume the grand
cation massM;1014–1015 GeV and quark confinement radiusr c;10213 cm as given.
The characteristic scale of the model is the ‘‘coherence length’’r w of quadruplets of
fermions making up the fieldsw0( d̃ , d̃ , d̃ , e2) andw0

1(d, d, d, e1). The question of
312 312JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 L. V. Prokhorov
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the value ofr w is related with the question of the sizes of the composite particles.
components of a quintet interact identically only at distancesr ,M 21, so that the sizesr q

of the particlesU, D, andE formed from them must be of the same order of magnitu
r q;M 21. However, this is at odds with the threshold (E0'200 GeV! discovered in Ref.
1, above which an excess of jets with transverse energyET.E0 was observed. Recentl
there have appeared reports4 of an observation of excess events in deep inelastice1p
scattering experiments with large momentum transfersQ.120 GeV~the H1 group! and
Q.190 GeV~ZEUS group!. It is obvious that these effects are possible only if structu
with a scaler 0

21;150–200 GeV appear. The contradiction is removed if it is assu
that it was the effective sizes of the composite particles,r q

eff[Rq@r q , that were ob-
served. Quarks and leptons can perturb the vacuum in their vicinity~analogs: polarons
skyrmions!, so that Rq could be of the order of the coherence lengthr w . Then
experiments1,4 indicate thatr w

21;150–200 GeV.

This model can yield an estimate of the relative number of events with the pa
pation of neutral (e1p→e1X) and charged (e1p→ ñ X) currents. Such processes ca
occur only on the ‘‘coat’’ surrounding theU, D, andE particles, i.e., on the fieldsw0 ,
w0

1 . A positron can be scattered by all four components of both Higgs fields~neutral
currents!, so that the cross sectionsn;2(3se1 d̃1se1e21sZ);(8/3)se1e212sZ (sZ

is the cross section with participation of aZ0 boson!. Conversely, in the case of scatterin
with the participation of charged currents a positron can be scattered only by an ele
of the w0 field, i.e.,sch;sW andsn /sch;3 –4. TheH1 group observed 12 ‘‘neutral’’
events and 4 ‘‘charged’’ events, which is consistent with the estimate made. An exc
antiquarks should be expected in processes with charged currents. This can be inte
as violation of baryon number conservation. Therefore, from the standpoint of the
posed model the experiments of Ref. 4 attest to the manifestation of a composite
field w0 ~‘‘leptotriquarks’’!.

The coherence length of the second Higgs fieldFb
a ~see above! is much shorter.

Since all subparticles enter in the nonzero vacuum average^F24&0;^z* L24z&0 (L24 is
proportional to the diagonal matrix~1, 1, 1,-3/2, -3/2!!, such states are possible only
the region of unbrokenSU(5) symmetry, i.e., r F ;M 21. The Higgs field
F248 ;w1L24w, composed of the fieldswa

1 andwa, should also be kept in mind. Clearl
r F8;r w .

Masses

The photon massMph in a superconductor equals (e2ns /me)
1/2, wherens is the

density of superconducting electrons ande andme are the electron charge and mass. It
significant that the electron density is not directly related with the electron coher
lengthj (ns;1023 cm23, j;1025 cm!. If it is assumed by analogy to superconductivi
that the masses of theBm

a i(Xm , Ym) bosons are of the order of

MX,Y;S 4paGUMn

m D 1/2

, ~16!

wheren is the density of thew0 Higgs mesons in the vacuum condensate andm is their
effective mass, then it is easy to see that they can exceed the massM . Indeed, forn;M3,
m;r w

21 we have

M ;~4pa M /m!1/2M.M . ~17!
X,Y GUM

313 313JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 L. V. Prokhorov
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This eliminates the proton lifetime problem. Exchange of subparticlesd̃↔e2 ( d̃↔n)
between theU and D quarks of the proton occurs via the exchange ofX (Y) bosons
between theird̃ ande2 (n and d̃) components, i.e.,

tp;S MX,Y

mp
D 4 1

aGUM
2 mp

;S M

mD 2

1030 yr. ~18!

The ratioM /m can be large (M /m@1).

The quark masses are determined by diagonalizing the mass matrix, formed
amplitudes of transitions of the type~10! and ~15!. The lepton masses are obtaine
similarly via processes of the type~9! and, for example,ER

2→MR
2 . These matrices of

ano- and catoquarks make it possible to find the Cabbibo–Kobayashi–Maskawa m

SOME PREDICTIONS

The model admits a comparatively simple experimental check. For exampl
collider experiments with polarized beams, on account of the different structure o
left- and right-handed particles, it is sufficient to count jets with high transverse ene
~as was done in Ref. 1!. If N is the number of jets with transverse energies greater t
a certain critical value above which the structured nature of the quarks and leptons b
to be manifested, then, for example, for scattering of polarized electrons by pola
electrons we have

NRR:NRL :NLL59:3:1, ~19!

where, for example,NRL is the number of jets with energies above the threshold valu
a collision of right- and left-polarized electrons. The figures given are related with
fact that a right-handed electron contains three subparticles and a left-handed elec
elementary. The analogous ratios for proton–proton beams are

NRR:NRL :NLL581:63:49 ~20!

and are likewise related with the number of subparticles. In a system with an in
momentum we have

PR~UR~de1 ñ !UR~de1 ñ !DL~ d̃ d̃e2!!, PL~UL~ d̃ d̃n!UL~ d̃ d̃n!dR!,

i.e., the right-polarized proton contains nine subparticles and the left-polarized p
contains seven subparticles, whence follow relations~17!. Conversely, since for antipro
tons

P̄R~ŨR~ddñ !ŨR~ddñ ! d̃L!, P̄L~ŨL~ d̃e2n!ŨL~ d̃e2n!D̃R~dde1!!,

in P̄P scattering we have

NLR :NLL :NRR:NRL581:63:63:49. ~21!

Here the first index designates the polarization of the antiprotons. Relations~19!–~21!
should hold only at very high energies, where the constants in all three interaction
approximately the same. At energies of the order ofr w

21 , however, the lepton interaction
can be neglected. Then, sincePR andPL contain four and five, respectively, andP̄R and
314 314JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 L. V. Prokhorov
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P̄L contain five and four strongly interacting particles, at these beam energies the
hand sides of relations~20! and~21! become, respectively, 16:20:25 and 16:20:20:25
should be underscored that if the threshold energyE0 in Ref. 1 was determined correctly
then the proposed check can in principle be made even on the Tevatron. Another
tive feature of the predictions~19!–~21! is that they do not depend on the details of t
dynamics and they require neither knowledge of the structure functions nor labo
calculations.

Some other consequences of the model are as follows. The transitionm→eg(egg)
as a result of the annihilationd̃ d̃dd→eg(egg) in MR

2 is predicted. Further, in processe
with large momentum transfersQ@r q

21 a UR quark behaves not as anSU(2) singlet but
rather as a pair of components of the isodoublete1 and ñ , i.e., for it the probabilities of
weak processes with charged currents should be twice as high as the probabilities
corresponding processes for left-handed quarks. At these energies an electron s
interact strongly, sinceER

2 contains only quarks. In collisions of electrons or positro
short-range forces arise as a result of exchange of ap0 meson, for example. These force
are extremely weak. The probabilitywp that a quark emits ap0 meson is proportional to
the probability of observing it in a volume of the order of the volume ofER

2 ; taking
Re

21;200 GeV givesvp;(Re /r p)3;1029. The probability that ap0 meson is ab-
sorbed by one of the constituent quarks ofER

2(ddd) is the same. The scattering cro
section on account of such an exchange is of the order ofsp;32wp

2 mp
22;10243 cm2.

This is also true of neutrinos, because the fieldv contains quarks.

In closing, I wish to call attention to the fact that the technical problems assoc
with obtaining beams of polarized protons and antiprotons at ultrahigh energies hav
been solved.5

I wish to thank the referee for some stimulating remarks.

a!e-mail: apver@onti.niif.spb.su
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3H. Georgi and S. L. Glashow, Phys. Rev. Lett.32, 438 ~1974!.
4H1 Collaboration, DESY Preprint No. 97-024; ZEUS Collaboration, DESY Preprint No. 97-025; Phys. T
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Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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Z˜bb̄ probability and asymmetry in a model of
dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking

B. A. Arbuzova) and M. Yu. Osipov
Institute for High Energy Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142284 Protvino,
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 16 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 299–303~10 September 1997!

The deviations from the Standard Model in the probability ofZ→b b̄
decay and in the forward–backward asymmetry in the reaction
e1e2→b b̄ are studied in the framework of the model of dynamical
electroweak symmetry breaking, the essential feature of which is the
existence of a triple anomalousW-boson vertex in a region of momenta
restricted by a cutoffL. We obtain a set of equations for additional
terms in theWb t̄ vertex and apply its solution to the processZ→b b̄.
We show that it is possible to obtain a consistent description of both
deviations, which is quite nontrivial because these effects are not sim-
ply correlated. The necessary value of the anomalousW interaction
coupling, l52 0.2260.01, is consistent with existing bounds and
leads to definite predictions, e.g., for pairW production ine1e2 colli-
sions at LEP200. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00317-4#

PACS numbers: 13.38.Dg, 11.30.Qc

It is well known that the Standard Model~SM! of the electroweak~EW! interaction
is in very good shape in respect to experimental checks, the only dubious points co
ing in two effects which both involve theb b̄ final state. Namely, experiment gives fo
the probability ratioRb50.217860.0011 as compared to the SM value 0.2158 and
the forward–backward asymmetryAFB

b 50.097960.0023 as compared to the SM valu
0.1022.1 The relative discrepancies are as follows:

Db5
Rb~exp!2Rb~ theor!

Rb~ theor!
5 0.00960.005 ,

DFB5
AFB

b ~exp!2AFB
b ~ theor!

AFB
b ~ theor!

52 0.04260.023 . ~1!

In the present note we consider whether one can explain these deviations as som
other than purely statistical fluctuations. Note that two independent deviations o
standard deviations each have a rather small probability of being a statistical fluctu
For the present purpose we consider the version of EW theory in which the symm
breaking is due to a self-consistent appearance of an additional triple gauge boson
in the region of small momenta.2,3 This vertex can be described by the following expre
316 3160021-3640/97/050316-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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by an effective cutoffL which is of the order of magnitude of a few TeV:4,5

Gmnr
abc~p,q,k!5eabc

ilg

MW
2

F~p2,q2,k2!Gmnr~p,q,k!,

Gmnr~p,q,k!5gmn~pr~qk!2qr~pk!!1gnr~qm~pk!2km~pq!!

1grm~kn~pq!2pn~qk!!1kmpnqr2qmknpr . ~2!

F~p2,q2,k2!5
L6

~L22p2!~L22q2!~L22k2!
.

Note that this term, among others, is currently considered6,7 in the phenomenologica
analysis of possible gauge boson interactions. Vertex~2! leads to the generation o
masses for theW andZ,2,3 with ulu being a few tenths of a TeV andL being of the order
of a few TeV. The mass generation for thet quark in this approach is connected with th
other self-consistent vertex, having a Lorentz–Dirac structure of the anomalous ma
moment of thet quark:3,4

Gm
t ~p,q,k!5

iek

2Mt
F~p2,q2,k2!smn ,kn, ~3!

whereF(p2,q2,k2) is the same form factor as in vertex~2!, andkn is the photon mo-
mentum. The corresponding solution givesk to be around unity, and an experiment
bounduku<1 is derived from thet production data in Ref. 4.

Adding anomalous vertices~2!, ~3! to the usual ones, we formulate equations
another anomalous vertex for thet̄ Wb interaction. Let us look for it in the form

Gr
tb~p,q,k!5

ig

2Mt
Fm~p2,k2!srvkv~j1~11g5!1j2~12g5!!, ~4!

wherep andq are, respectively, thet-quark andb-quark momenta,k is theW momen-
tum, and the form factor

Fm~p2,k2!5
L4

~L22p2!~L22k2!
.

We assume that not only left-handedb quarks but possibly also right-handed ones ta
part in the interaction. Due to the gauge invariance there is, in addition to~4!, a four-leg
t̄ bW1W0 vertex

Gmn
tb ~p,k1 ,k2!5

ig2

2Mt
F~p,k1

2 ,k2
2!smn~j1~11g5!1j2~12g5!!; ~5!

wherem andn are, respectively, the indices ofW1 andW0, andp, k1, andk2 are the
momenta of thet quark and of the same bosons, respectively.

We consider equations for vertex~4! in the one-loop approximation. This means th
we take the following equation~written in a schematic form!:
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G tb5G0
tb1~G0~bbA!G tbG~WWA!!1~G0~bbZ!G tbG~WWZ!!

1~ Ḡ0
tbG tG~WWA!!1~G tbG tG0~WWA!!1~G tbG tG~WWA!!

1~G tbG0~ ttZ!G~WWZ!!1~G tbG0~ ttA!G~WWA!!

1~G tb~WA!G~WWA!!1~G tb~WZ!G~WWZ!!1~G tb~WA!G t!. ~6!

Here a subscript zero means the corresponding SM vertex and, e.g.,G(WWA) means
vertex~2! for the interaction of twoW bosons and a photon~factor sinuW). The symbol
G tb( . . . ) means vertex~5! with the corresponding vector bosons. The new vertex

Ḡ0a
tb 5

g

2A2
ga~h1~11g5!1h2~12g5!! ~7!

is introduced for the purpose of taking into account the contributions of loop diagram
different matrix structures. We have of course the corresponding propagators be
vertices and the usual momentum integration with a factor of (2p)24. All ten one-loop
terms diverge quadratically if one neglects the form factors mentioned above. The
grations in loop diagrams~6! are performed with the use of Wick rotation in Euclide
momentum space. Taking the form factors into account, we obtain a finite result, w
reads

h15 12
A2

8
kKj1S 1

4
1

l

5 cos2uW
D , h252

A2

8
kKj2S 1

4
1

l

5 cos2uW
D ,

j152
lCkh1

24A2 F1

j25
lCKk2

192F2
j2S 1

4
1

l

5 cos2uW
D ,

F15 12lCS k

40
2

7

48 sin2uW
D C5

aL2

pMW
2

, ~8!

F25 12lCS k

40
2

1

8 sin2uW
D K5

aL2

pMt
2

.

From set~8! one concludes that there can be two types of solutions. The first one c
be called a trivial solution; that is, it corresponds to

j25 0 . ~9!

However a non-zero solution may also exist, provided that the following conditio
fulfilled:

lk2CK

192F2
S 1

4
1

l

5 cos2 uW
D 5 1 . ~10!

This condition gives a relation among the parameters of the model. Namely, usin
mulas~8! and ~10!, we get
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l55 cos2uWS 24

sin2uW

2
24k

5
2

k2K

4 D 12A11A

2 k2K
, ~11!

A5
768k2MZ

2

5Mt
2 S 24

sin2uW

2
24k

5
2

k2K

4 D 22

, j152A2k sin2uW .

Now we use the relations obtained to evaluate the vertexZ b̄b. We have for this vertex
the symbolic one-loop representation

Gb5G0
b1~G tbG0

t G tb!1~G tbG0~WWZ!G tb!

1~G tbG~WWZ!G tb!1~G0
tbG~WWZ!G tb!

1~G tbG~WWZ!G0
tb!1~G tb~WZ!G tb!1~G tbG tb~WZ!!. ~12!

Here the vertexGb has the form

Gr
b5

g

2 cosuW
~agr1bgrg51cisrmkm!. ~13!

Performing again the usual loop calculations, we have for the vertex

a5a01a1, b5b01b1, a052
1

2
1

2

3
sin2uW, b052

1

2
,

a15
j1

2 K

4 S 2
1

3
1S sin22uW

4
2

1

3DR22cot2uW~11R2!1sin22uW~11R2!
l

5D ,

b15
j1

2 K

4 S 2
1

3
2S sin22uW

4
2

1

3DR22cot2uW~12R2!1sin22uW~12R2!
l

5D ,

c5
lKMt

2MW
2

cot2uWRS j1
2

5
2

j1

3A2
D , R5

j2

j1
. ~14!

Using vertex expression~13! and results~14!, we obtain the following asymmetriesDb

andDFB , which we define as the relative differences of our results and the SM cal
tions, to be compared with the experimental numbers~1!:

Db5
1

a0
21b0

2 S 2~a0a11b0b1!1a1
21b1

21
MZ

2

2
c2D , DFB5

j12j2

11j2
,

j15
12~a1b01a0b11a1b1!

324 sin2uW

, ~15!

j25
72~a0a11b0b1!136~a1

21b1
2!145c2MZ

2

~324 sin2uW!219
.

Let us compare results~15! with the data given in Eq.~1!. Let us first take solution~9!,
i.e., R50. Then the signs of both deviations~1! are negative throughout the entire ran
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of variation of our parameters. For example, forK5 1.74 ~which corresponds toL54.5
TeV;4 this is the value that we shall use in what follows!, l50.5, andj150.04 we have

Db52 0.01 ; DFB52 0.0007 .

Taking different values of the parameters, we become convinced that there is no w
obtain a comparatively largeDFB and a positiveDb , as the data~1! indicate.

Let us now turn to the nontrivial solutions~10!. According to~11!, for admissible
values ofk, viz., 21,k,1 ~Ref. 4!, one has

20.23,l,20.21. ~16!

These numbers are in no way inconsistent with the experimental bounds.8,9 Relation~16!
specifiesl to good accuracy. In addition tol andK, which is already determined, w
also have the parametersR and j1 . For the nontrivial solutionj2Þ0 the ratioR is
arbitrary. The parameterj1 is connected with the effective anomalous magnetic mom
k of the t quark~10!. Now we takel520.22 and present in Table I the dependence
deviations~1! on uRu(2.0,uRu,3.2) andj1(2 0.05,j1,2 0.03).

We see that quite acceptable numbers are concentrated around the main diag
Table I. For example, for

uRu52.45, j152 0.043 ~17!

the numbers hit precisely the center values of~1!. We conclude that for the nontrivia
solution~10! it is possible to obtain agreement with both numbers~1!. This result is by no
means obvious — we recall that for the trivial solution agreement is impossible.
important qualitative feature of our result is the presence of a large contributio
right-handedb quarks to the anomalous vertex~see Eqs.~4! and ~7!!. This modified
vertex gives a number of predictions. For example, thet-quark width now reads

TABLE I. Db ~upper lines! andDFB ~lower lines! for different values ofuRu ~rows! andj1 ~columns!.

20.05 20.045 20.04 20.035 20.03

2.0 0.008 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001

20.038 20.031 20.024 20.018 20.013

2.3 0.01 0.008 0.006 0.004 0.003

20.051 20.041 20.032 20.024 20.017

2.6 0.018 0.014 0.010 0.008 0.005

20.067 20.053 20.041 20.031 20.022

2.9 0.027 0.021 0.016 0.011 0.008

20.085 20.067 20.052 20.039 20.028

3.2 0.038 0.029 0.022 0.016 0.011

20.105 20.083 20.064 20.048 20.034
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G t5G0~1 1D!, ~18!

G05
g2~Mt

22MW
2 !2~2MW

2 1Mt
2!

64pMt
3MW

2
,

D52
6A2MW

2 j1

2MW
2 1Mt

2
1

Kbj1
2

4sin2uW

1
2MW

2 ~2Mt
21MW

2 !j1
2 ~11R2!

Mt
2~2MW

2 1Mt
2!

1
3KMW

2 bj1
3 ~11R2!

2A2sin2uW~2MW
2 1Mt

2!
1

K2b2j1
4 ~11R2!

64 sin4uW

, ~19!

b5S 1

4
1

l

5cos2uW
D .

HereG0 is the SM value, and if we take the parameter values~17!, we find from Eq.~19!
that D5 0.062, i.e., more than a 6% effect is predicted for thet-quark width.

As to possible values forl ~16!, this prediction could be checked at LEP20010

provided that the necessary integral luminosity is accumulated in the study of rea
e11e2→W11W2.

This work is partially supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Rese
under Project 95-02-03704.

Note added in proof. The latest experimental bound20.31,l,0.29 ~Ref. 11!,
which is consistent with our prediction~16!, demonstrates that the experimental accur
is approaching the necessary level.
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Channeling in single-wall nanotubes: possible
applications

L. A. Gevorgyan, K. A. Ispiryan,a) and R. K. Ispiryan
Erevan Physical Institute, 375036 Erevan, Armenia

~Submitted 17 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 304–307~10 September 1997!

The relevant potentials are calculated and used to investigate the tra-
jectories and various characteristics of axial channeling of high-energy
positively charged particles in the recently discovered single-wall nano-
tubes ~SWNTs!. The application of SWNTs in high-energy physics,
specifically, in future colliders, is discussed, in view of the fact that the
dechanneling length in SWNTs is much longer than in single crystals.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00417-9#

PACS numbers: 61.85.1p, 61.46.1w, 61.48.1c

Fullerenes and nanotubes have already found wide applications in various fie
science and technology,1,2 but as yet there have been no studies of their application
high-energy physics, apart from the acceleration of C60 ions in small storage rings.b! We
have calculated the potentials inside C60 and multiwall nanotubes in order to explain th
relatively large component of the positron lifetime observed in C60 crystals3 and to
investigate channeling conditions in nanotubes. However, these results were neve
lished, since the data obtained in Ref. 3 were not confirmed and nanotubes greate
tens of microns in length had not been synthesized.

The synthesis of a graphite SWNT of the type~10, 10! with diameter 2R513.860.2
Å and length exceeding 100mm from the crystallographic planes of graphite was
ported in 1996.4 It was reported that 100–500 such SWNTs with metallic properties f
‘‘ropes’’ whose cross section is a triangular lattice with lattice constantAT517 Å ~see
Fig. 1, where the dashed circles represent SWNT sections!. In Ref. 5 it was asserted tha
such SWNTs with kilometer lengths will be synthesized in the near future.

On basis of this as well as the fact that, because of the large radius, mul
scattering in SWNTs is much weaker than in single crystals, in the present wor
investigated channeling processes in SWNTs.

With allowance for the amplitudeu1 of the thermal vibrations, the potential pro
duced at the point (xk , yk , zk) inside a ‘‘rope’’ byN atoms located at the points (xj , yj ,
zj ), j 51, 2, . . . ,N, can be represented in the form

U~xk ,yk ,zk!5
Ze2

2 (
j 51

N
1

r jk
(
m51

3

am exp~um
2 !@exp~2r m!erf~um2r u!

2exp~r m!erf~um1r u!#. ~1!
322 3220021-3640/97/050322-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Here Z is the nuclear charge,r jk is the distance between the points (xk , j k ,zk) and
(xj ,yj ,zj ),

um5
u1bm

21/2RTF

, r m5
r jkbm

RTF
, r u5

r jk

21/2u1

, ~2!

am(0.1, 0.55, 0.35) andbm (6.0, 1.2, 0.3) are constants in the Molie`re model of the atom,
RTF is the Thomas–Fermi screening radius, and erf(t) is the error function.

In the calculations of the potential of a SWNT performed with Eq.~1! and the
parameters presented above, the summation overj was performed over the largest po
sible number of atoms of neighboring SWNTs making an appreciable contribution
given point, and it was assumed thatRTF50.26 Å andu150.06 Å. We note that there
are no data onu1 but, according to the calculations, the dependence onu1 is weak. The
results~see Fig. 1, where the lines of the equipotential surfaces are shown! show that if
the points lying at a distance less thanRTF from the wall of a SWNT are excluded, the
the potential inside the SWNT can be approximated by the expressionU(r )5U0r 6,
whereU is measured in eV andr , the distance from the axis of the SWNT, is measu
in Å. This approximation, which is poor for values ofr at which the potential is negli-
gible, is used in the following analytical investigation of the channeling of posi
particles inside a SWNT. We note that the particle motion and emission processes
an entire ‘‘rope’’ consisting of a straightened SWNT and a curved SWNT can be in
tigated by numerical methods using Eq.~1!.

FIG. 1. SWNT lattice~dashed circles!, lines of equipotential surfaces in electron volts~solid lines!, and
trajectories of protons with«0 5100 GeV andc05p/2, r 054 Å in the cases:1— u051.9 mrad (d50.9) and
2 — u056.85mrad (d50.55).
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Let a particle enter the SWNT at a point with the cylindrical coordina
r 0 ,w0 ,z050 and momentumq05«00/c, at a small angleu0 to theZ axis, which is also
the axis of the SWNT, and at an anglea0 to theX axis ~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 6!. Denoting
c05w02a0 andm5«0 /c2, where«05(P0

2c21m0
2c4)1/2, we obtain the invariants of the

transverse motion in such an axisymmetric field:7 M5«0r 0u0sinc0 /c and
E5«0u0

2/21U(r 0) ~the longitudinal motion along theZ axis is uniform to a good ap
proximation!. A particle is channeled ifd532U0M6/27m3E4<1, with a period

T5
2K~k!

~3ql!1/2S 2m3

U0E2D 1/6

.
p

~3ql!1/2S 2m3

U0E2D 1/6

. ~3!

Here and below we employ the following notation~the dimensionless variablez is used
instead of the radiusr ):

k25
1

2S 12
1

qD , q5
~h412h219!1/2

3
, l5~11~12d!1/2!1/31~12~12d!1/2!1/3,

h5~~423d!1/221!1/2, r 5S E

21/2U0
D 1/6

l1/4z1/2, zmin,max5
17h

2

and K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Series expansions,8 taking
account of the fact thatk2<0.067!1, are used on the right-hand side of Eq.~3! as well
as in Eq.~5! below.

The trajectory of the transverse motion and the rotation angle of the perihelion
one period will be7,8

w5w01A@F~z0!2F~z!#, Dw52A@F~zmin!2F~zmax!#, ~4!

where

F~z!52
a1

h
F~f,k!1BFP~f,2b2,k!2C

tan21@a sin f/C#

~12k2 sin2 f!1/2G
.2

a1

h
f1BF tan21@~11b2!1/2 tan f#

~11b2!1/2
2C tan21@a sin f/C#G , ~5!

A5
d1/6

321/2l

3~11q!2h2

q1/2
, B5

a2a1

h~12a2!
, C5

a

~b21k2!1/2
,

a5
3q~12h2!232h4

4h
, a15

3~12q!1h2

2h
, b25

a2

12a2
,

cosf5
~zmax2z!~112zmin

2 !1/22~z2zmin!~112zmax
2 !1/2

~zmax2z!~112zmin
2 !1/21~z2zmin!~112zmax

2 !1/2
,

F(f,k) andP(f,2b2,k) are elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds.
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Analysis of the results obtained shows that by analogy to axial channeling of n
tive particles the following cases are possible in the case of the channeling of po
particles in SWNTs: a! for c050 andu050 (d50, h51) a particle trajectory will be a
two-dimensional figure with a perpendicular trajectory consisting of a straight line
ment; b! for c05p/2 andu05ucr5r 0

3(6U0 /«0)1/2 (d51, h50) the motion will be a
helix with a circular projection. In all other cases the perpendicular motion will
ellipsoidal with rotation. The trajectories of protons with energy«05100 GeV, which
were calculated using Eq.~4! for some values ofr 0 , u0 , andc0, are shown inside the
SWNT in Fig. 1.

Using the conditiond<1 and the methods of Ref. 6, the fraction of the channe
particles entering the SWNT can be calculated. However, this will not correspond t
real fraction for the following reason. As one can see from the figure, a large fractio
the particles in the beam can be channeled between neighboring SWNTs. On acco
the complexity of the potential outside the SWNT, this can be taken into account on
numerical calculations. A rough estimate of the fraction of particles channeled in a
of SWNTs givesD512S/S05124.62pRRTF /AT

250.91 (S is the area around the wa
of a SWNT of width 2RTF , andS0 is the area per SWNT!, which can be compared with
DP5122RTF /dP50.7–0.9 (dP is the distance between neighboring planes! in the case
of planar channeling.

Proceeding now to possible applications of SWNTs in high-energy physics, it sh
be noted that the prospects of greatest interest lie not in the formation of radiatio
channeled particles but rather in relation to: 1! bending of particle trajectories withou
magnets for the purpose of extracting beams and constructing future colliders,9,10 2!
particle acceleration in crystals,11,12 3! focusing of beams and increasing the luminos
of colliders,13,14 and 4! channeling of heavy ions, including C60. Of the many problems
arising in the solution of these problems, two are fundamental, specifically, obta
long channels and long dechanneling lengths, and will be solved with the aid of SW
Indeed, specialists developing the technology for synthesizing SWNTs believe th
contrast to crystals, the problem of obtaining long SWNTs is solvable. In any c
substantial theoretical and experimental progress in joining SWNTs even with diff
(n,m) has already been achieved~see Ref. 15 and the references cited therein!. Without
discussing the questions concerning the production of such clean SWNTs in the fo
crystals and curving them, let us examine weak dechanneling in SWNTs.

As is well known, for low transverse energies multiple scattering and there
dechanneling occur mainly on electrons inside a channel according to an exponent
with a dechanneling lengthL0;L«0 and dechanneling constantL;dP

2 . In ordinary
crystalsdP'1 –2 Å,L'1 –10mm/MV. The measured values ofL0 in a Si single crystal
are proportional to«0 and are of the order of 10 cm for«0'100 GeV. The picture is
more complicated in the case of curved crystals.16,17 For SWNTs the distribution of the
electrons must be taken into account more accurately, and a theory similar to tha
sented in Ref. 17 must be developed for axial channeling. Nonetheless, sinceR for
SWNTs is an order of magnitude longer thandP in crystals, andL;dP

2 , it can be
expected that for«0>100 GeV the dechanneling length will be greater than 1 m, e
without accelerating fields.12 The inevitable development of SWNT nanotechnology4,15

will make the solution of the problems 1–4 mentioned above a reality.
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Corrections of order O„āās… and O„ā2
… to the b̄b -decay

width of the neutral Higgs boson

A. L. Kataev
Institute of Nuclear Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117312 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 25 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 308–311~10 September 1997!

Analytical expressions are presented for contributions of orderO( ā ā s)
and O( ā2) to the b̄b-decay width of the neutral Higgs boson of the
standard model of electroweak interactions. The numerical value of the
mixed QED and QCD correction of orderO( ā ā s) is comparable to
other computed terms in the perturbation series. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00517-3#

PACS numbers: 14.80.Bn, 12.20.Ds, 12.38.Bx

The study of the properties of the as yet unobserved Higgs boson of the sta
model of electroweak interactions is an important problem in modern high-energy p
ics ~see, for example, the reviews in Ref. 1!. An experimental lower bound on the ma
MH.65 GeV has been obtained on the LEP accelerator. Experiments searching f
H0 boson, which could have a mass in the range 65 GeV,MH<2MW'160 GeV, are
planned for the LEP2 and LHC accelerators. The main decay mode of such a scalar

should be decay into ab̄b pair.

As a result of substantial efforts made by theorists, the effects of different Q

corrections toG(H0→ b̄b) have been calculated and analyzed~see Refs. 2–11!. The
leading contributions of the electroweak interactions to this fundamental quantity
found in Ref. 12. The degree of accuracy which has now been achieved in theor
calculations necessitates the analysis of a number of other contributions whicha priori

could equal in absolute magnitude the terms in the perturbation series forG(H0→ b̄b)
which have already been calculated.

Following the analogous calculations of the QED and QCD corrections to the
ronic decay width of aZ0 boson,13 we report in this letter analytical results for th

coefficient of the term of orderO( ā ā s) in the expression forG(H0→ b̄b) ~found in the

study reported in Ref. 4 but thus far unpublished! and for a correction of orderO( ā2) to
the same quantity. The results will pertain to theMS scheme.

In the limit MH@2mb of interest here~wheremb is the pole mass of theb quark! the

perturbation theory approximation forG(H0→ b̄b) can be represented in the form

G~H0→ b̄b!5G0
~b!@11DG1 ā s1DG2 ā s

21DG3 ā s
31 . . .
327 3270021-3640/97/050327-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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m̄b

2

MH
2 ~11DG1

~m! ā s1DG2
~m! ā s

21 . . . !1D t1DQED#, ~1!

where Ḡ0
(b)5(3A2/8p)GFMHm̄b

2 and m̄b5m̄b(MH), ā s5 ā s(MH)/p are the running
QCD parameters, normalized to the polar mass of the Higgs boson, in theMS scheme.
The coefficientsDG1 andDG2 are well known:2,3

DG15
17

4
CF'5.667,

DG25F S 893

4
262z~3! DCA2~65216z~3!!T f1S 691

4
236z~3! DCFGCF

16

2p2S 11CA24T f118CF

48 DCF'29.147, ~2!

whereCF54/3, CA53, T51/2, f 55, andz(3)51.202 . . . . Thevalue of the coefficient
DG1

(m) can be extracted from the computational results in Ref. 14

DG1
~m!55CF'6.667. ~3!

The correctionsDG2
(m) andDG3 were calculated in Refs. 6 and 9, respectively. For

case off 55 active quark flavors they have the numerical values

DG2
~m!'14.621, DG3'41.758. ~4!

An expression, which is very convenient for phenomenological applications, for
contribution of a virtualt quark toG(H0→ b̄b) was recently given in Ref. 11. It has th
quite complicated form

D t5 ā s
2S 3.11120.667Lt2

m̄b
2

MH
2 S 21014Lt1

4

3
ln~m̄b

2/MH
2 ! D

1 ā s
3~50.47428.167Lt21.278Lt

2!1 ā s
2

MH
2

mt
2 ~0.24120.070Lt!

1Xt~124.913ā s1 ā s
2~272.117220.945Lt!!1 . . . ., ~5!

whereLt5 ln(MH
2 /mt

2), Xt5GFmt
2/8p2A2, andmt is the local polar mass of at quark.

We shall now calculate the quantum-electrodynamic partDQED in Eq. ~1!, defined
as

DQED5FDG1,QED26
m̄b

2

MH
2

DG1,QED
~m! Ga

p
1DG2,QEDS a

p
D 2

1DGQED3QCD

a

p

as

p
, ~6!

whereā5 ā (MH) is the running QED coupling constant, normalized to the mass of
Higgs boson, in theMS scheme. The coefficientsDG1,QED, DG1,QED

(m) , andDG2,QED can
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be found from the analytical expressions~2! and~3! after the following substitutions are
made:CA→0, CF→Qb

2 , andT f→(3( j 5u
b Qj

21N), whereN53 is the number of leptons
andQj are the charges of the corresponding quarks. The result is

DG1,QED5
17

4
Qb

2'0.472, DG1,QED
~m! 55Qb

2'0.556, ~7!

DG2,QED5S 691

64
2

9

4
z~3!2

3p2

8 DQb
42S 65

16
2z~3!2

p2

12D
3Qb

2S 3(
j 5u

b

Qj
213D'21.455.

To calculate the values of the coefficient of the correction of orderO( ā ā s) in Eq.
~6!, the following substitutions must be made in the analytical expression~2!: CA→0,
T f→0, andCF

2→2CFQb
2 , where the factor of 2 is a symmetry factor andCF 54/3.

After these substitutions are made, we obtain the desired answer

DGQED3QCD5S 691

24
26z~3!2p2DQb

2'1.301. ~8!

An interesting question is the question of the numerical value of the contribu
under study toG(H0→ b̄b). In discussing this question we shall confine our attention
the hypothetical caseMH;MZ'91 GeV, which will make it possible to simplify sub
stantially the estimates made. The numerical value of the parameterā (MH) is virtually
identical to the high-energy value of the invariant QED chargea inv(MZ)'1/129, found
in a number of works~see, for example, Ref. 15!. The other parameters of the theory w
be fixed as follows: mb'4.62 GeV, mt'175 GeV, GF'1.16631025 GeV22,
Xt'3.231023, m̄b(MZ)'2.8 GeV~which corresponds to the central value of the resu
of the analysis of the DELPHI collaboration data for the LEP accelerator on the pro
tion of heavy quarks in three-jet events16!, andas(MZ)'0.117~which corresponds to the
central value for the running QCD coupling constant, recently obtained in an analy
tevatron data for the structure functionxF3 of deep inelasticnN scattering17!.

Substituting the input data, listed above, into formula~6! and taking account of the
values of the coefficients~7! and~8!, we obtain the following numerical estimates for th
different terms in the perturbation series forDQED:

DQED51.163102327.793102628.863102611.1931024. ~9!

In summary, the correction of orderO( ā ā s) is an order of magnitude smaller tha
the four-loop correctionDG3 ā s

3 calculated in Ref. 9, which makes a contribution

12.631023 to G(H0→ b̄b)/ Ḡ0
(b) . However, it is important to take the orderO( ā ā s)

term into account systematically in the final expression forG(H0→ b̄b), since its total

contribution toG(H0→ b̄b)/ Ḡ0
(b) is comparable in order of magnitude to the previou

computed contribution of orderO( ā s
2m̄b

2/MH
2 ) ~Ref. 6! and the terms of orde

O( ā s
2MH

2 /mt
2), O(Xt ā s), andO(Xt ā s

2) presented in Ref. 11, which in the case at ha
have the numerical values21.1531024 and 1.2431024, 25.8531024, and
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21.9831024, respectively. We hope to take account of the corrections listed abov
the SEEHIGGS computer code, the present capabilities of which have been demon
in graphical form in Ref. 18.

I wish to thank V. T. Kim for our collaboration, which started in 1992 during o
joint tenure at CERN.
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Excitation of nuclei in a hot, dense plasma: feasibility of
experiments with 201Hg

A. V. Andreev, V. M. Gordienko, A. B. Savel’ev, and E. V. Tkalyaa)

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

A. M. Dykhne
Troitsk Insitute of Innovational and Thermonuclear Studies

~Submitted 31 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 312–316~10 September 1997!

It is shown that in a plasma produced on the surface of a sample
consisting of a natural mixture of mercury isotopes,;104–105 201Hg
nuclei can be excited into the low-lying isomeric level 1/22 ~1.561
keV! by an ultrashort laser pulse with energy'1 J, duration'200 fs,
and intensity'1016 W/cm2 and the lifetime of the level can be deter-
mined. Possible mechanisms leading to the excitation of201Hg nuclei
by photons and electrons in a dense, hot plasma are examined and the
cross sections of the processes are estimated. Schemes for detecting the
effect are proposed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00617-8#

PACS numbers: 27.80.1w, 25.20.Dc, 25.30.Dh, 52.50.Jm

The results of the first and seemingly successful experiments1 on the excitation of
atomic nuclei in a hot plasma were published twenty years ago. The problem conc
the filling of the lowest-lying of the nuclear states known by the end of the 19
specifically, 1/21 ~76.8 eV, 25 min! in 235U. The plasma was produced on the surface
a natural uranium sample containing 0.72%235U by pulsed CO2 laser radiation~pulse
energy 1 J, pulse duration 100 ns, intensity 1011 W/cm2) and, according to estimate
made by the authors, the electron densityne was.1012 cm23 and the temperatureT was
equal to several tens of electron volts.

The theoretical calculations invoked to explain the experimental results of R
were based on a model proposed in Ref. 2 for the process of excitation of nuclei in a
transitions~known in the English-language literature as NEET, for nuclear excitation
electron transition!. The errors made in Ref. 2 in estimating the NEET probability w
indicated back in Ref. 3. The theory of NEET was developed in detail in Ref. 4, wh
specifically, calculations were also performed for theE3 transition from the ground stat
to a low-lying isomeric level of235U. As a result, it was established that the NEE
probability employed in Refs. 1 and 2 was least six orders of magnitude too high, a
cannot explain the observed yield of isomeric nuclei.

The experimental results of Ref. 1 have not been confirmed, either. In a si
experiment5 performed by a group from the I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energ
which was working with a target with 6% enrichment in235U, the parameters of the
plasma of Ref. 1 were first reached and then exceeded. However, the isomer235mU was
331 3310021-3640/97/050331-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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not detected. A positive result for235U was obtained only in 1990,6 in an experiment in
which the plasma was produced by an electron beam from the high-current TRI
pulsed accelerator and was later found7 to have no bearing on the excitation of th
low-lying level of 235U. The isomers235mU ~1/21, 76.8 eV, 25 min! were produced in
inelastic scattering of 500-keV electrons in a beam by235U nuclei via low-lying states of
235U with energies ranging from 50 to 415 keV followed by filling of the isomeric le
1/21 ~76.8 eV, 25 min!.7

At present there are no other experimental data on the excitation of nuclei in
mas. Meanwhile, the problem is of considerable interest in connection with the follow
first, investigations of the properties of low-lying isomers of nuclei~some characteristics
of the first excited levels are still unknown for a number of long-lived and even st
nuclides!; second, studies of the various processes lying at the interface between n
physics and plasma physics~examples — self-maintainedg-emission wave in a plasm
with isomeric nuclei8,9 or multiphoton excitation of nuclei10!; and, third, a dense high
temperature plasma can be used for producing a population inversion in a syst
nuclei for ag-ray laser. Here both nuclei with a low-lying level, near 10 keV, as wel
nuclei in which a short-lived level lies near a high-lying isomeric level are suitable.8,9,11

Finally, nuclei with the indicated characteristic features in their spectra can be use
plasma diagnostics in ranges of the parameters where the traditional diagnostic m
do not work~for example, high temperatures and solid-state densities8,9,11–13!.

The key to solving these problems is the production of excited nuclei in plasma
our view 235U is not the optimal choice for the first experiments. The high multipola
of the isomeric transition negates the advantages associated with the relatively lo
ergy of the isomeric state. At present there are no special difficulties in obtaining,
the aid of ultrashort laser pulses, a hot surface plasma with a temperature of s
hundreds of electron volts and a solid-state electron density.14,15 Different schemes for
excitation of nuclear transitions and stimulation of nuclear reactions in a laser pl
with an intensity of up toI L.1019–1020 W/cm2 on target have also been studied in Re
16–18. It should be noted that exceedingly expensive laser systems are required in
to obtain such intensities, which greatly limits the range of possible applications. A
same time, it has been established that when a solid target is exposed to subpico
laser pulses withI L.1016–1017 W/cm2 a hot, highly ionized plasma with an electro
temperature.1 keV, a solid-state density of nuclei and electrons, and a high x
emission intensity is produced. For this reason, a nuclide with an isomeric tran
energy of the order of 1 keV and minimum multipolarity should be chosen as the nu
for excitation.

We shall consider in this context the nucleus201Hg. Its first excited level 1/22

~1.561 keV!, whose lifetime is unknown,19 is coupled to the 3/22 ~0.0! ground state by
M1 and E2 transitions. For preliminary calculations of the most likely values of
excitation cross sections we shall take the data given in Ref. 20 for the reduced pro
ity of the main M1 transition:BW.u.(M1;1/22→3/22).0.24–0.024 Weisskopf units
This estimate was obtained by comparing the properties of similarM1 transitions in
neighboring odd-A nuclei. It was also shown there that the contribution of theE2 tran-
sition can be neglected over a very wide range of attenuation factors forM1 andE2
transitions.
332 332JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Andreev et al.
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The main decay channel of the isomer201mHg~1/22, 1.561 keV! is internal electron
conversion. The conversion factoraM1 can be easily calculated20 and equals;2.13104.
Correspondingly, the lifetimeT1/2

is of the excited nuclei most likely falls in the rang
1–10 ns. Electron conversion at a level of approximately 74% occurs on the atomicS1/2

~or NI) subshell. Therefore it is possible to detect the characteristicNINII and NINIII

x-rays from mercury with energy near 123 and 230 eV.

Let us estimate the cross section for the excitation of mercury nuclei by photon
electrons in a plasma by direct photoexcitation (sg), inelastic scattering of electrons b
nuclei (see8), and inverse internal electron conversion (s IIEC). We start with the first-
order process — photoexcitation of nuclei by plasma radiation with a photon en
distributionn(v) whose characteristic width is much greater than the total width of
nuclear stateGN*

tot
5 ln 2/T1/2

is .431027–431028 eV. The cross section has the form

sg~v!5
l2

4
GN

rad~v;gr→ is!d~vN2v!,

where l52p/v, vN is the energy of a nuclear transition~the system of units is
\5c51), andGN

rad(vN ;gr→ is).2310211–2310212 eV is the radiation width of the
nuclear transition from the ground stateugr& into the isomeric stateu is&. For a plasma with
a Planckian photon energy distribution

n~v!5
2

p

v2

ev/T21

it is easy to estimate the excitation efficiencyz as the ratio of the numberN* of nuclei
excited over the lifetimet of the plasma to the numberN of nuclei in the interaction
region

zg.tjE
0

`

n~v!sg~v!dv.102821029.

Here j513.18% is the amount of isotopes with atomic numberA5201 in a natural
mixture of mercury isotopes. For the laser plasma obtained in the experiments of R
T'5002800 eV andt'125 ps. If the photon spectrum is strongly nonequilibriu
then large deviations from the estimate presented above are possible. Specifica
fraction of photons with energies in the range 1–2 keV in the spectrum of a H
plasma21 (I L'1016 W/cm2, t'200 fs, lL5600 nm! is approximately two orders o
magnitude higher. Correspondingly,zg can be expected to take on values.1026–1027.

The cross section of the IIEC process on an empty atomic shellu i & can be calculated
to within a statistical factor taking account of the different spins of the initial and fi
states, from the formula

s IIEC~Ee ;u i &).
le

2

4
GN*

conv
~vN ;u i &)d~vN2~Ee2Eu i &!!,

wherele is the wavelength of an electron with energyEe in the continuous spectrum an
Eu i & is the binding energy in theu i & shell (Eu i &,0) andGN

conv(vN ;u i &) is the conversion
probability for the indicated shell. Calculations show that the conversion widthGN*

conv,
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which in our case is practically identical to the total widthGN*
tot of the nuclear level, is

‘‘distributed’’ over the atomic shells approximately as follows: 4S1/2 — 74%, 4P1/2 —
8%, 5S1/2 — 15%, 5P1/2 — 1.5%. In the plasma of the experimental setup of Ref. 21
average electron densityne was equal to.1025 cm23 and the degree of ionizationz
reached '30. In the case of a Maxwellian electron energy distribut
dne(Ee)/dEe5nef (Ee), where the functionf (Ee) has the form

f ~Ee!5
2

Ap
AEe

T
e2Ee /T

1

T
,

the excitation efficiency in the IIEC process

z IIEC~ u i &).tjneE
0

`

f ~Ee!s IIEC~Ee ;u i &)vedEe ,

is approximately equal to 3310262331027 for a transition to the 4S1/2 subshell and
331027–331028 for a transition to the 5S1/2 subshell.~We note that in our plasma th
IIEC process to the 4F1/2 subshell evidently will not occur because the degree of ion
tion of the plasma is too low.!

In contrast to the mechanisms considered above, excitation in inelastic scatter
plasma electrons by nuclei is a nonresonant process. All electrons in the spectrum
energies are higher than the nuclear transition energy participate in this proces
determine the cross section, the self-consistent field of the nucleus and the electron
of ions with different degrees of ionization were calculated by the Hartree–Fock–S
method. The relativistic wave functions of the scattered electrons were found in this
The cross section for201Hg is virtually independent of the degree of ionization and fa
off from se,e8'1.4310229 cm2 with incident electron energyEe51.6 keV to
'4.7310230 cm2 for Ee55.1 keV and further to'2.6310230 cm2 for Ee59.6 keV.
Averaging over a Maxwellian distribution withT5800 eV gave for the reaction rat
^se,e8ve&.0.8310220 cm3/s. Estimating the excitation efficiency a
ze,e8.net^se,e8ve&j gives the rangeze,e8.231028–231029.

It should be noted that the unsteady nature of the processes in a femtosecond
will strongly influence the ratio of the efficiencies of different excitation channels. At
same time, comparing all excitation mechanisms shows that an efficiencyz.1027 can be
counted on. In the plasma of Ref. 21 the number of atoms reachesN.101121012.
ThereforeN* .104–105 isomeric nuclei201mHg~1/22, 1.561 keV! can be excited by an
'1 J laser pulse. Since the lifetime of isomers should be two to three orders of m
tude longer than that of the plasma, the conversion x-rays will be detected with
background. Also, keeping in mind the reserved margin of one order of magnitude
efficiency ~the range forzg under the experimental conditions of Ref. 21 should
1026–1027), it can be concluded that the observation of the excitation of low-ly
isomers in plasmas in the near future is entirely realistic.

We thank N. I. Koroteev for helpful discussions.
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Observation of the penetration of subbarrier ultracold
neutrons through beryllium foils and coatings
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The subbarrier passage of ultracold neutrons through beryllium foils
and coatings with a probability much higher than that of tunneling is
observed. This effect may be responsible for the so-called anomalous
loss of ultracold neutrons. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00717-2#

PACS numbers: 28.20.2v

INTRODUCTION

A basic property of ultracold neutrons~UCNs! is their capability of undergoing tota
internal reflection from a surface and therefore being confined in closed material
Immediately after the discovery of UCNs,1,2 attempts were made to obtain the theore
cally predicted long storage times of UCNs in traps.

However, starting in 1968, investigations with UCNs raised a series of prob
with no obvious solutions. The chief one is the inadequate storage time of UCNs in
This phenomenon was observed in the first experiments on storage of UCNs.3,4 In 1978
additional losses of UCNs in the walls of a trap were found. These losses were d
heating of UCNs by hydrogen impurities in the surface.5,6 However, high hydrogen
densities were required to explain the observed losses. This problem became mor
ous in 1990 in experiments performed in Gatchina on measuring the neutron lifetime7 and
in a subsequent careful investigation of beryllium, one of the best wall materials for
traps. The UCN losses in beryllium traps were found to be two orders of magn
higher than the theoretical estimates based on the neutron trapping data and were e
331025 ~per collision! at temperatures of 10–15 K. Furthermore, the observed lo
were virtually temperature-independent below 80 K. At the same time, the probabil
336 3360021-3640/97/050336-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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heating could be strongly temperature-dependent, which is at variance with the ob
tions reported in Ref. 7. A subsequent careful analysis of the trap surfaces did not
the presence of any contaminants with a high trapping cross section. The pheno
was characterized as an anomalous loss of UCNs.8

Several other unexplained experiments with UCNs were recently performed: o
vation of selective intensification of trapping of UCNs by some materials,9 enhanced
heating of UCNs by the surface of a beryllium foil,10 and others.

If we assume that there exists a process whereby UCNs penetrate into a mater
could possibly understand most of the existing phenomena. We shall not attem
discuss in this letter the possible theoretical basis for such penetration. Separate a
have been made to explain the anomalous UCN losses.11,12 The idea that is being mos
actively discussed is UCN localization in the medium, followed by diffusion of
neutrons.13

In this letter we discuss a number of experimental facts concerning the penet
of subbarrier UCNs through beryllium foils and coatings. Since the energy of the U
which had penetrated through the foil was not measured accurately in this experime
cannot prove that the penetration of UCNs beneath a barrier was observed. A
precise statement would be that penetration of subbarrier UCNs was observed
experiment.

MEASUREMENT OF THE PENETRATION OF SUBBARRIER UCNs THROUGH
BERYLLIUM FOILS AND COATINGS

The first experimental indication of the penetration of subbarrier UCNs thro
0.3–0.5mm thick beryllium coatings~prepared by magneton sputtering! was obtained in
Refs. 7 and 8. The trap was fabricated from aluminum and coated with beryllium.
total UCN losses in the energy rangeE0;020.7 m were measured in the experime
Here the UCN energy is expressed in terms of the heighth of the step in the earth’s
gravitational field using the expressionE05mgh. The maximum energy of the UCN
Emax50.7 m in this experiment~‘‘KOVSh’’ ! was higher than the critical energy of th
aluminum substrateEAl 50.52 m. The experimental apparatus consisted of a grav
tional differential total UCN loss spectrometer. A detailed description of the method
to measure the energy dependence of the total losses can be found in Ref. 7. An in
in losses in the energy rangeE.EAl and also a sharp change in the loss factor at
energyEAl could mean that the UCNs penetrated into the beryllium and then into
aluminum. The observed penetration probability was equal to;1023 per collision, which
is much higher than the probability of tunneling through such a beryllium layer. H
ever, the quality of the coating was not carefully analyzed at the time and therefor
results were attributed to poor quality of the coatings.

To check the subbarrier UCN penetration hypothesis, special investigations
performed first with a 150-mm thick vacuum-tight beryllium foil and beryllium coating
on an aluminum foil~Gatchina, 1991–1993! and then with a 56-mm thick vacuum-tight
beryllium foil ~Grenoble, 1997!. The arrangement of our Grenoble apparatus is show
Fig. 1. The same method was used in the experiments performed in Gatchina~1991–
1993!. The idea of the measurements is as follows: When the storage volume3 is filled
337 337JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Varlamov et al.
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with UCNs, the UCN detector2 will detect only the background present in the laborato
and the neutrons penetrating through the foil 1. To eliminate spurious effects, neu
with energyE.EBe52.35 m ~critical energy for beryllium! must be removed from the
storage volume. This was accomplished by two methods: 1! preliminary preparation of a
spectrum in a closed trap in which the critical velocity for the walls is much lower t
that for beryllium, and 2! subsequent analysis of the time dependence of the intensi
the UCNs that have passed through.

The measurement procedure consisted of the following~Fig. 1!: A gas of UCNs
flowed through the valve6 and filled the storage volume3, after which the valve was
closed. The flux of suprabarrier neutrons withE.EBe would decrease over several se
onds to a very low value because the suprabarrier~for beryllium! neutrons are lost in the
polyethylene absorber9 and also in the walls of the stainless-steel storage volume~criti-
cal energyESS;1.9 m!.

The preliminary storage volume was filled in 100 s and the UCN valve6 was closed
for 210 s. The total cycle required 310 s.

A decisive conclusion concerning the penetration of subbarrier UCNs will be b
on the measurements performed with a vacuum-tight beryllium foil. For this reason,
measurements will be described in detail below, and the results obtained with bery
coatings will only be listed.

A vacuum-tight beryllium foil1 ~Fig. 1! was prepared from drop-forged beryllium

FIG. 1. Diagram of the apparatus in the ILL reactor in Grenoble for studying subbarrier penetration thro
beryllium foil: 1 — 56-mm beryllium foil, 2 — UCN detector~‘‘DUNya’’ !, 3 — UCN storage vessel~gravi-
tational spectrometer!, 4 — neutron shielding of the detector,5 — bent neutron guide,6 — UCN valve,7 and
8 — UCN and above-barrier neutron monitor detectors, respectively;9 — polyethylene absorber,10 — stain-
less steel support grating,11 — separating aluminum foil,12 — tube for evacuating the bent neutron guide
338 338JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Varlamov et al.
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by rolling to a thickness of 56mm. The foil covered the entire transverse cross sect
9 cm in diameter, of the neutron guide5 connecting the storage volume and the UC
detector2. A stainless steel grating10 was installed in order to prevent air pressure fro
damaging the foil. The foil area not screened by the grating was equal to 48 cm2. A
vertical cylinder 0.6 m in diameter and 2 m high was used as the storage volume3. The
storage vessel and the neutron guides were made of polished stainless steel. The n
were transported from a Steyerl turbine to the storage volume along a neutron guid
an aluminum separating foil11. The neutron guide could be closed with the valve6. The
UCN flux at the level of the beryllium foil was equal to 500 neutrons• s21

• cm22. The
spectrometer contained a polyethylene absorber9 placed at a height of 1.8 m; this ab
sorber ensured the appropriate upper cutoff of the UCN spectrum atEmax;1.8 m. The
aluminum separating foil11 in the entrance neutron guide gives a lower limit of t
spectrumEmin;0.52 m. The UCN detector~Fig. 1; 10 torr3He and 900 torr Ar, 100-mm
aluminum window2 with an area of 60 cm2) was placed at the other end of a neutr
guide of length;75 cm along the axis, which had a 90° bend. In this arrangemen
detector does not ‘‘see’’ the beryllium foil directly, so that the background formed by
neutrons scattered inelastically in foil1 is greatly reduced..

The beryllium foil provided vacuum-tight separation of the storage volume,
pressure~1–2)31024 mbar and the volume of the bent neutron guide. Sealing the
ryllium foil eliminated leakage of UCNs by-passing the foil.

The neutron shield4 of the UCN detector consisted of a 1-cm thickness of bora
rubber and a 16-cm thickness of borated polyethylene.

Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the UCN count measured by the dete2.
The UCN flux penetrating th rough the beryllium foil was found to
(1.1660.20)31022 s21 for the energy rangeE0;0.52–1.8 m. Taking account of th
UCN flux incident on the foil, the probability that UCNs penetrate through the foil w
equal to (5.061.0)31027 per collision. The statistical reliability of a measurement w
equal to;6 standard deviations.

The probability of penetration of subbarrier UCNs was calculated by fitting
function

a11a2 exp~2t/tst!, ~1!

to the experimental data, wherea1 and a2 are free parameters that correspond to
background and flux of penetrating neutrons andtst is the storage time in the spectrom
eter and was extracted from measurements with a monitor detector7. Only the data
obtained after the 120th second, when the flux of above-limit neutrons became
were used in the analysis.

The signal/noise ratio was 15. This was achieved with a high UCN flux in the
reactor and a very low background neutron flux in the experimental chamber o
reactor in Grenoble and by using the low-background ‘‘DUNya’’ UCN detector w
differential tuning of the discriminator to a narrow peak corresponding to a neu
detection signal and 4p neutron shielding of the detector. In the experiment the temp
and amplitude spectra of the detector pulses were detected simultaneously. This m
possible to perform subsequently an analysis of the data by varying the amplitud
339 339JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Varlamov et al.
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crimination level. It is interesting to compare, for example, the results for two diffe
discrimination levels: one within the narrow peak due to the reactionn1 3He→t1p,
Q50.764 MeV and another with a much wider range of amplitudes with lower l
E50.15 MeV. The results for these two cases are compared in Table I.

Almost all the detected events were found in the amplitude window correspon
to the peakQ50.764 MeV. This means that the observed effect is caused by the neu
and not by stray pickup, which would show a wide amplitude distribution. The b
ground of the shielded detector in a window corresponding to the peak of the rea
with the reactor shut down was equal to (5.860.9)31024 s21. This background is not
due to neutrons, because there is no sharp peak nearQ50.764 MeV. This is the limit for
the detector employed.

FIG. 2. UCN detection rate versus time, discrimination for the peakQ50.764 MeV:1 — Computed depen-
dence of the above-limit neutron flux versus time;2 — subbarrier-neutron flux measured by a monitor detec
and normalized to the penetration flux of UCNs;3 — background level. 0–100 sec — filling of the spectrom
eter. The detector count was due to above-limit neutrons with a short storage time; 100–120 s — sharp decrease
in the counting rate after the input valve is closed; 120–310 s — the penetrating UCN flux decreases simul
neously with the UCN flux in the spectrometer all the way down to the level of the constant backgroun

TABLE I. Comparison of two variants of the amplitude discrimination of the UCN detector signal

UCN detection rate, s21

tuning to theQ50.764 MeV
window tuning to the rangeE.0.15 MeV

Background ~7.461.8!31024 ~2.660.3!31023

Penetration ~1.1660.2!31022 ~1.2060.22!31022
340 340JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Varlamov et al.
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Heating of UCNs to the thermal-neutron energy range on the spectrometer
could produce a spurious effect if the detector shielding is too thin. However, the
surements showed that the counting rate by a completely unshielded UCN detect
not change in time, while the UCN density in the spectrometer changed by several
of magnitude.

The fact that the detected neutrons are not thermal can also be checked by mea
the dependence of the counting rate of the detector on the air pressure in the n
guide5 ~Fig. 1!. It can be estimated that air pressure of 210 mbar decreases the co
rate by approximately a factor of 4.5 for UCNs and above-limit neutrons. But the
neutrons would not be affected by the presence of air in the neutron guide. This wa
confirmed by an experiment whose result is presented in Table II.

Thus the UCN detection rate of the detector, which has the same time depende
the UCN density in the spectrometer, is definitely due to the UCNs which have rea
the detector along the neutron guide. At present we do not see any explanation f
effect other than the penetration of subbarrier UCNs.

In Gatchina measurements of the penetration of UCNs through beryllium coa
on aluminum foils were also performed. These measurements do not make it poss
draw a conclusion concerning the penetration of subbarrier UCNs, because there co
small but numerous defects in the coatings that were not found by optical means
these data can be used to obtain a more complete picture of the phenomenon. All s
with a 0.07–0.8mm thick coating showed penetration of UCNs with probabil
231024–331023 ~see Fig. 3!. An examination of the surface of a coating in an optic
microscope with 7003 magnification showed that the fraction of the surface with defe
does not exceed 1024. Penetration of UCNs through a 100-mm aluminum foil with a
bilateral 0.5-mm beryllium coating was not observed. This experiment makes it pos
to gauge the time dependence of the suprabarrier neutron flux because the penetr
subbarrier neutrons through such a specimen is very weak, while the suprabarrier n
flux remains almost unchanged. A foil with a gauged opening was used to measu
absolute value and time-dependence of the UCN flux in the storage volume.

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It is helpful to compare the probability of the observed penetration with the p
ability of tunneling under a Be potential barrier. This comparison~Fig. 3! shows that

TABLE II. Supra- and subbarrier neutron fluxes versus air pressure in the neutron guide connect
beryllium foil and the UCN detector.

Air pressure in neutron guide,
mbar Suprabarrier neutron flux, s21 Subbarrier neutron flux, s21

0 ~123.561.0! ~1.1660.20!31022

210 ~35.460.4! ~0.2560.15!31022
341 341JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Varlamov et al.
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there is an additional penetration of UCNs through the beryllium foils and coating
becomes important at a thickness of 0.1mm, when tunneling starts to decrease relativ
rapidly with increasing thickness. The use of vacuum-tight beryllium foils shows tha
problem does not reduce to one of the quality of the coating technology and indicate
this phenomenon occurs for some other reason.

CONCLUSIONS

The penetration of subbarrier neutrons through beryllium foils and coatings has
observed experimentally. The penetration probability for a 56-mm vacuum-tight beryl-
lium foil was found to be (561)31027 per collision. This value is many orders o
magnitude greater than the quantum-mechanical tunneling for this thickness. Th
served effect is very likely of the same nature as the anomalous loss of UCNs d
storage in traps. To confirm that the observed effect is in fact subbarrier penetrati
future investigations it is most important to make quite accurate measurements
energy of the neutrons that penetrate through the foil.

The experiment was performed with the support of the Russian Fund for Funda
tal Research~Grant No. 92-02-18663! and INTAS~Grant No. 93-0298!. We are grateful
to N. V. Borovikova for preparing the samples, to S. Neumaier for assisting during
experiment in Grenoble, and to all of our colleagues for helpful discussions and in
in this work.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the probability of tunneling through a Fermi potential with experimental dat
subbarrier UCN penetration through beryllium foils and coatings. Solid line — estimate of the tunneling
averaged over the UCN spectrum;n — measurements in Grenoble with a 56-mm beryllium foil; h —
measurements in Gatchina with coatings on an aluminum foil;s — UCN penetration estimated from neutro
lifetime measurements.7
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Extension of the Sommerfeld diffraction integral to the
case of extremely short optical pulses

V. A. Aleshkevich and V. K. Petersona)

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 24 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 323–326~10 September 1997!

The Sommerfeld diffraction theory is extended to the case of extremely
short pulses. It is shown that a simple qualitative analysis and a quan-
titative solution of a wide class of diffraction problems are possible for
pulses with durations of the order of the period of the light oscillations
and an arbitrary initial distribution of the light field. ©1997 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00817-7#

PACS numbers: 42.25.Fx, 61.10.2i

Substantial progress in the generation of pulses of extremely short duration has
made in the last few years. This is due mainly to improvement of the technique fo
mode locking of titanium–sapphire lasers, which are capable of generating pulses
durations down to 7.5 fs at a wavelength of 800 nm, by in-cavity compensatio
frequency modulation with the aid of dispersive elements.1 Extracavity fiber-optic com-
pression makes it possible to decrease the pulse duration further down to 5 fs.2 According
to estimates in Ref. 2, a figure of 4 fs is entirely realistic.

In many problems involving the application of ultrashort pulses, such as the p
ing of x-ray lasers, the generation of shock waves in hot, dense plasmas, the forma
optical solitons, the control of light by light, and others, the spatiotemporal structu
the radiation must be carefully monitored. One of the fundamental physical rea
leading to a large transformation of this structure is intercoupled diffraction conversi
the frequency and angular spectra.

Femtosecond optical pulses contain only several oscillations of the electromag
field. It is completely obvious that to describe their propagation in linear and espe
nonlinear media the slowly-varying-amplitude approximation becomes inapplicable
strongly nonstationary diffraction effects arising during the propagation of such bun
of the electromagnetic field were discussed earlier in Ref. 3. In Ref. 4 the sp
problem of diffraction of a Gaussian pulse in free space was solved and the relatio
of the pulse to the spatial and temporal characteristics were traced on the basi
spectral approach in the paraxial approximation. The dynamics of the interactio
extremely short pulses with two-level atoms was analyzed in Ref. 5 on the basis o
Maxwell–Bloch equations without taking diffraction into account.

Our objective in the present letter is to extend the Sommerfeld stationary theo
diffraction, which is a powerful and universal tool for analyzing diffraction phenom
of any nature, to the highly nonstationary cases of extremely short pulses. No add
restrictions will be imposed on the initial spatiotemporal distribution of the wave fie
344 3440021-3640/97/050344-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Generalized diffraction integral.As is well known, the diffraction of a monochro
matic wave by a flat screen is described by the Sommerfeld integral:

E~x,y,z!52E E E~x8,y8,0!
]G

]z8
uz850dx8dy8, ~1!

where the Green’s function G(R)5exp(ikR)/4pR, and R
5A(x2x8)21(y2y8)21(z2z8)2 is the length of the segment connecting the point
integration with the coordinates (x8,y8,z8) on the flat screen and the point of observati
(x,y,z). If the field of the monochromatic wave is written in the for
E(x,y,z,t)5E(x,y,z)exp(2ivt) and it is assumed thatkR@1, k5v/c, then

]G

]z8
uz850' ik

]R

]z8

exp~ ikR!

4pR
52 ik

z

R

exp~ ikR!

4pR
. ~2!

Using expression~1! and summing over all frequencies, we obtain the following expr
sion for the diffracted electric field:

E~x,y,z,t !5
]

]tE E E E~x8,y8,0,v!exp~2 ivt !
2z

cR

exp~ ivR/c!

4pR
dx8dy8dv. ~3!

Introducing the notationt85t2R/c and using the inverse Fourier transform we obta

E~x,y,z,t !5
]

]t8
E E E E~x8,y8,0,t9!

z

2pcR2
d~ t92t8!dt9dx8dy8. ~4!

Performing the integration in Eq.~4! over t9, we arrive at a formula describing th
diffraction of an arbitrary electromagnetic disturbance,

E~x,y,z,t !5
1

2pcE E ]

]t
E~x8,y8,0, t2R/c!

cosq

R
dx8dy8, ~5!

where cosq 5z/R is the cosine of the angle between the direction to the observa
point and the normal to the plane of the screen. The diffraction integral~5! is a gener-
alization of the Sommerfeld diffraction integral and is applicable for an arbitrary elec
magnetic disturbance which is diffracted by a flat screen. We shall employ the diffra
integral obtained above to analyze the diffraction of an extremely short pulse w
duration of the order of one period of the light oscillations.

Diffraction by a circular opening.Let an electromagnetic pulse with durationt0 be
incident in a direction along the normal on an opaque screen with a circular openi
radiusr 0. If the electric fieldE0(t) in the incident pulse does not depend on the tra
verse coordinatesx8 and y8, then the field on the axis of the opening can be ea
calculated from expression ~5!, taking into account the fact tha
dx8dy852pdr52pRdR:

E~0,0,z,t !5
1

2pcEz

Az21r 0
2 ]

]t
E0S t2

R

c D cosq

R
2pRdR. ~6!

Setting cosq '1 and noting that]/]t52c]/]R, we write expression~6! in the form
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E~0,0,z,t !52E
z

Az21r 0
2 ]

]R
E0~ t2R/c!dR5E0~ t2z/c!2E0~ t2Az21r 0

2/c!. ~7!

Therefore the diffraction of a short pulse results in the appearance of two hetero
pulses on the axis of the opening which are identical to the incident pulse bu
separated by a time intervalDt5r 0

2/2zc (z@r 0). It is obvious that on the axis of the
opening the field, being a superposition of the fields of two heteropolar pulses,
depend on the ratio of the time delayDt and the pulse durationt0. In the near field
Dt.t0 or z,Ld5r 0

2/2ct0 the heteropolar pulses do not overlap, and the energy de

W5E E2~0,0,z,t !dt52E E0
2~ t !dt

is two times higher than in the incident pulseW05*E0
2(t)dt. In the far fieldDt,t0 or

z.Ld one has

E~0,0,z,t !5E0~ t2z/c!2E0~ t2Az21r 0
2/c!'

]E0

]t
~ t2z/c!

r 0
2

2zc
, ~8!

and the increasing overlap of the pulses results in a weakening of the diffracted field
increasing distancez, the shape of the diffracted pulse being determined by the deriva
of the initial time dependence. If the incident pulse consists of one period of the ele
magnetic oscillations,E0(t)5E0sin(2pt/t0) for 0<t<t0 and E0(t)50 for t,0 and
t.t0, then the energy distribution along thez axis has the form displayed in Fig. 1.

For smallz the energy density on the axis is constant and equals twice the en
density in the incident pulse. At the distancezM whereDt5r 0

2/2zMc5t0/2 (zM52Ld),
summing the pulses even triples the energy density. At distancesz.3.5Ld one has
W}z22. The energy densityW as a function of the transverse coordinater is shown in
Fig. 2. Forz,Ld there exists a ring, which is most pronounced at distances of the o
of 0.3Ld and gradually vanishes asz→Ld . For z@Ld the form ofW(r) is nearly Gaus-
sian, with ane21 width of the distribution which can be approximated to a high deg
of accuracy by the expressionr 0(z)5r 0A11(z/5Ld)2.

Diffraction of a pulse with a Gaussian transverse amplitude distribution.Now let
E(x8,y8,0,t)5exp@2(x821y82)/r0

2#E0(t) in the incident pulse, which pulse once again co

FIG. 1. Variation of the energy density with distancez in the case of the diffraction of a pulse consisting of o
period of the electromagnetic oscillations.
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sists of a single period of the electromagnetic oscillations. The characteristic tem
shape of the diffracted pulse is shown in Fig. 3. We note that at a sufficiently l
distancez.Ld the initial sine curve transforms on the axis of the beam into a co
curve, i.e., there is a tendency for the curve to transform into its derivative. Howeve
retardation effects at the periphery of the beam are more complicated.

The energy density as a function of the transverse coordinate remains Gaussia
distances. Here the radiusr 0(z)5r 0A11(z/Ld)2 ~whereLd5pr 0

2/ct0) increases with

FIG. 2. Energy density versus the transverse transverse coordinater for z/Ld50.3 ~1!, 0.6 ~2!, 1.2 ~3!, 6.0 ~4!,
and 12~5!.

FIG. 3. Temporal behavior of a diffracted short pulse with a Gaussian transverse distribution of the
amplitude at distancesz52Ld and different distance from the axisz: r/r 050 ~1!, 1.0 ~2!, 2.0 ~3!, 3.0 ~4!, and
5.0 ~5!.
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distance just as in the case of the diffraction of a beam of monochromatic radiation
l5ct0.

In closing, we note that the approach developed above for describing nonstati
diffraction makes it possible to perform a simple qualitative analysis of wave field
any nature and can be extended to the case of dispersive nonlinear media.
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Pulsed magnetooptic compression of cold atoms

V. I. Balykin
Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow R
Russia; Institute for Laser Science, University of Electro-Communications
Chofugaoka, Chofushi, Tokyo 182, Japan

~Submitted 6 August 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 327–331~10 September 1997!

A method is proposed for increasing the density of cold atoms. The
method is based on pulsed laser irradiation of the atoms in a nonuni-
form magnetic field. The interaction conditions under which the veloc-
ity of an atom is damped to a value that depends only on the magnitude
of the magnetic field and the position of the atom at the moment it is
irradiated by the laser field are found. The atom completely loses all
memory of its initial coordinates and velocity. In a three-dimensional
interaction geometry an irradiated atomic ensemble transforms into an
ensemble contracting toward the origin. The basic physical processes
accompanying the compression of atoms are studied. ©1997 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00917-1#

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 85.70.Sq

Efficient methods of laser cooling and trapping of free atoms, making it possib
obtain a temperature of the localized atoms in the range 1026 and lower, have been
developed during the last ten years.1,2 One of the most striking accomplishments in th
field is the observation of Bose–Einstein condensation of free weakly interacting at3

As a rule, one of the most important parameters in all investigations with
localized atoms is the density of the atoms. The now standard method for obtain
high density of atoms is, first, to cool the free atoms to a temperature equal to se
degrees Kelvin and then to localize the atoms in a magnetooptical trap~MOT!, where the
atoms are further cooled to temperatures;1024–1025 K. The maximum density of
atoms achievable in this process is;1010–1011 cm23. A fundamental limit on the maxi-
mum density of atoms arises from the very nature of a magnetooptic trap: At a
density of atoms in a MOT the scattered laser photons are again absorbed by
giving rise to an effective force that pushes the atoms apart and limits their densit4 A
large increase in the density of atoms has been achieved by the so-called ‘‘dark’’
technique, in which the atoms that have been localized are optically pumped i
sublevel of the hyperfine structure, where the atoms are out of resonance with the
laser field localizing the atoms. The method has been successfully used to locali
atoms,5 but there are substantial difficulties in applying the method to other eleme6

The increase in density in the process of cooling atoms in a magnetic trap by the ‘‘e
rative cooling’’ method7 results in a substantial decrease in the total number of local
atoms.

In the present letter we propose a new method for increasing the density of
349 3490021-3640/97/050349-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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atoms. In this method the total number of atoms remains practically unchanged. Th
of the method is as follows. The initial ensemble consists of atoms localized in a M
The case of an optical transition in an atom between a state with total angular mom
Jg50 and an excited state withJe51 is studied. The MOT is formed by three mutual
perpendicular circularly polarized (s12s2) laser standing waves propagating along t
e1 , e2 , and e3 axes of the coordinate system, and a spatially nonuniform quadru
magnetic field8

B~r !5B0@e1~x/a!1e2~y/a!22e3~z/a!#, ~1!

whereB0 is the amplitude of the magnetic field anda is the characteristic spatial scale
the magnetic field. At a certain moment in time the laser field localizing the atom
switched off, and the atoms freely expand away from the center of the trap in a timtp .
The expansion timetp should be, first, sufficient for the density of atoms to decre
substantially as compared with the initial density and, second, the optical density o
atoms after expansion should be much less than 1. The maximum expansion t
required to satisfy the conditiontp!a/^v&, where^v& is the average initial velocity of the
atoms in the MOT. After undergoing free expansion the atoms are irradiated with a
~durationt i) laser pulse, initially used to confine the atoms in the MOT. A force due
the light pressure acts on the atoms during the timet i of the compressing laser pulse. I
the one-dimensional case~considered here in order to simplify the physical picture! and
with a weak saturation of the atomic transition this force has the form

Fx5Fs1
1Fs2

5\kgF vxR
2 /2

d1
2 1vxR

2 /21g2
2

vxR
2 /2

d2
2 1vxR

2 /21g2G , ~2!

wherevxR is the Rabi frequency, 2g is the homogeneous width of the atomic transitio

d65S v2v06kvx6
mB~r !

\ D ~3!

are the detunings of the laser frequenciesv from the frequencyv0 of the atomic transi-
tion in a nonuniform magnetic fieldB(r ), k is the wave vector,vx is the velocity of the
atom,m is the magnetic moment of the atom, andh is Planck’s constant. Assuming tha
the magnetic field is a linear function of the distance to the center of the trap, the
acting on an atom along thex axis equals

Fx52bxvx2v0x
2 x, ~4!

where

bx5
4v rk~vxR

2 /g!~d/g!

@11~d/g!2#2
, ~5!

v0x
2 5

4v rb~vxR
2 /g!~d/g!

@11~d/g!2#2
, ~6!

b5mB~dB/dx!, ~7!
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mB is the Bohr magneton,v r is the recoil velocity of the atom, andd5v2v0. It follows
from Eqs.~4!–~7! that the behavior of an atom in the laser–magnetic field is descr
well by a damped oscillator with a damping constantbx and oscillation frequencyv0x .

When the interaction time of the atom and the laser field is shortt'(5210)b21,
the displacement of the atom is very small. Then the change in the velocity of the
is

vx52~v0x
2 /bx!x01@~v0x

2 /bx!x01v0x#e
22bxt, ~8!

wherex0 andv0x are the coordinate and velocity of the atom at the instant it is irradia
by the laser pulse. One can see from Eq.~8! that if the interaction time is greater than th
decay constantt>bx , the velocity of the atom is damped to the value

vB52~v0x
2 /bx!x052~b/k!x0 , ~9!

which is determined only by the magnitude of the magnetic field and the coordina
the atom. The velocity of the atom is damped to a value that depends only o
magnitude of the magnetic field. Therefore, after the atom interacts with the laser
the direction of motion of the atom reverses and the speed depends only on the gr
of the magnetic field and coordinate of the atom. The return time of the atoms t
coordinate origin istE5x0 /vB5b/k and is the same for all atoms. An atom loses
memory of its initial coordinates and velocity in the initial MOT.

Figure 1 displays the dynamics of such a one-dimensional compression of the a
The initial position of the atoms is plotted along the vertical axis and the time of mo
of the atom is plotted along the horizontal axis. The curves in the figure represent th
expansion of the atoms, a sharp change in their velocity under the action of a shor
pulse, and further compression of the atoms. The trajectories of the atoms were calc
for the exact expression of the force due to light pressure under the assumption th
gradient of the magnetic field is constant. The initial variance of the atom velociti

FIG. 1. One-dimensional compression of the atoms.
351 351JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 V. I. Balykin
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d c
dv5200 cm/s, the duration of free expansion istp52.5 ms, the pulse duration ist i550
ms, (dB/dx)510 G/s,vR50.5g, andd522g.

When atoms are irradiated by a three-dimensional laser field, the freely expa
cloud of atoms is converted into a contracting cloud. After a certain period of time

FIG. 2. Three-dimensional compression of the atoms. The spatial distributionsW(x,z) of the atoms in the (x,z)
plane are shown. a — Initial distribution, b — distribution at the end of the free expansion of the atoms, an
— distribution at the end of the compression of the atoms.
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atoms, irrespective of their coordinates and velocities, collect at the origin.

Let us now discuss the main physical processes that could destroy the ideal
pression of the atoms. 1! The spatial nonuniformity of the laser fields during the irrad
tion of atoms by light is very small, since the decay constantb and the frequencyv0

depend identically on the intensity of the laser field. 2! The force due to the light pressur
is by nature a diffusion force, as a result of which there is a varia
dv5A2Dt'A0.3v rvB of the atom velocities around the average valuevB , whereD is
the velocity diffusion coefficient andv r is the recoil velocity of an atom. Accordingly
the radius of the atomic ensemble at the end of the compression of the atoms is
From the standpoint of pulsed compression, heavy atoms with a low recoil mome
are most promising. 3! Since the magnetic field~1! in a MOT is fundamentally anisotro
pic, the force, the coefficient of friction, and the diffusion coefficient are likewise an
tropic. This has the effect that the compression time along thex andy axes is two times
longer than along thez axis and, accordingly, the atomic cloud is compressed into
ellipsoid of finite length and width along thez axis. The anisotropy of compression ca
easily be compensated by irradiating the atoms with a laser pulse along thez axis with a
delay with respect to the pulses along thex andy axes equal to the compression time
the atoms along thex and y axes. 4! The MOT is formed by laser beams withs6

polarizations, which enable pumping of atoms into a sublevel with the largest valu
mF — the components of the ground-state magnetic moment of the atom. Incom
pumping of the atoms into this sublevel~in the caseJgÞ0) results in an additiona
spreading of the atoms in space.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the spatial distributions of sodium atoms calcu
by the Monte Carlo method. Figure 2a shows the spatial distribution of the atoms b
they undergo free expansion; Fig. 2b shows the spatial distribution at the time of irr
tion by the light pulse; and, Fig. 2c shows the distribution at the moment of maxim
compression of the atoms. It was assumed that the magnetic field has a spatial
dence of the form~1!, and the anisotropy of the coefficient of friction and the puls
diffusion coefficient of the atoms were taken into account.9 The initial distribution was
chosen to be Gaussian with radius 0.3 cm and average velocity of the atoms equal
cm/s. The free-expansion timet55 ms, the pulse duration is 50ms, the saturation
parameter of an atomic transitionG51, anddB/dx550 G/cm. One can see that th
spatial distribution of the atoms is broadened during the first stage of free expansion~Fig.
2b!. The laser pulse transforms the free expansion of the atoms into a compression,
is manifested in Fig. 2c as a decrease in the diameter of the distribution and an in
in the density of the atoms. The maximum density of the atoms at the center o
compressed distribution is 15 times higher than the density of the initial distribution.
density of the atoms at the center can be increased even more~by an order of magnitude!,
as noted earlier, by delayed irradiation of the atoms along thex axis. The main process
that limits the maximum density of the atoms during compression is momentum d
sion.

In closing, I wish to thank K. Shimizu and F. Shimizu for a helpful discussion of
results.
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Superfluidity of indirect magnetoexcitons in coupled
quantum wells

Yu. E. Lozovik,a) O. L. Berman, and V. G. Tsvetus
Institute of Spectroscopy, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow District, Russia

~Submitted 22 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 332–337~10 September 1997!

The temperatureTc of the Kosterlitz–Thouless transition to a super-
fluid state for a system of magnetoexcitons with spatially separated
electronse and holesh in coupled quantum wells is obtained as a
function of magnetic fieldH and interlayer separationD. It is found
thatTc decreasesas a function ofH andD at fixed exciton densitynex

as a result of an increase in the exciton magnetic mass. The highest
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition temperature as a function ofH increases
~at smallD) on account of an increase in the maximum magnetoexciton
densitynex versus magnetic field, wherenex is determined by a com-
petition between the magnetoexciton energy and the sum of the activa-
tion energies of incompressible Laughlin fluids of electrons and holes.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01017-7#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Ji, 47.37.1q, 85.30.Vw

Systems of excitons with spatially separated electronse and holesh ~indirect exci-
tons! in coupled or double quantum wells~CQWs! in magnetic fieldsH are now under
intensive experimental investigation.1–3 They are of interest, in particular, in connectio
with the possibility of superfluidity of indirect excitons ore–h pairs, which would mani-
fest itself in the CQWs as persistent electrical currents in each well,4 and also in connec-
tion with curious quasi-Josephson phenomena.5 In high magnetic fields two-dimensiona
~2D! excitons exist in a substantially wider temperature region, as the exciton bin
energies increase with increasing magnetic field.6,7 In addition, 2De–h systems in high
fields H are of interest because of the existence, under some conditions, of unique
solutions of the many-body problem and nontrivial kinetic properties.8–10

Attempts at experimental investigation of magnetoexciton superfluidity in CQ1

make it essential to study the magnetic-field dependence of the temperature of the
transition to the superfluid state in systems of indirect excitons and to analyze the d
of the superfluid component. This is the subject of this paper. It will be shown below
increasing the magnetic field at a fixed magnetoexciton density leads to aloweringof the
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition temperatureTc on account of the increase of the excito
magnetic mass as a function ofH. But it turns out that the highest possible Kosterlitz
Thouless transition temperatureincreaseswith increasingH ~at smallD) due to the rise
in the maximum density of magnetoexcitonsversus H.

To estimate the superfluid density let us start by obtaining the spectrum of colle
excitations of a system of indirect magnetoexcitons.
355 3550021-3640/97/050355-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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For an isolated magnetoexciton there exists a conserved quantity11 ~the exciton
magnetic momentumP) connected with the invariance of the system under a simu
neous translation ofe and h and a gauge transformation~see Refs. 7 and 12!. Here

P̂52 i¹R2 (e/2) @H,r #, whereR5 1
2(r e1r h) are the coordinates of the center of ma

r5r e2r h are the internal exciton coordinates, and the cylindrical gauge for the ve

potential is used:Ae,h5
1
2@H,r e,h# (c5\51).

The dispersion relation«(P) for an isolated magnetoexciton at smallP is a qua-
dratic function: «(P)' (P2/2mH), where mH is the effective magnetic mass, whic
depends onH and the distanceD betweene layers andh layers ~see Ref. 7!. For the
magnetoexciton ground statemH.0.

The quadratic dispersion relation holds for smallP at arbitraryH and follows from
the fact thatP50 is an extremal point of the dispersion relation«(P). The last statemen
may be proved by taking into account the regularity of the HamiltonianHP as function of
the parameterP at P50 and also the invariance ofHP under simultaneous rotation ofr
andP in the plane of the CQW12 (HP is the effective Hamiltonian for eigenfunctions o
P).6,7,11

For high magnetic fieldsr H!a0* and atD;r H the quadratic dispersion relation
valid at P! 1/r H, but for D@r H it holds over a wider region:P!(1/r H)(D/r H)
(a0* 51/2me2 is the radius of a 2D exciton atH50; m5memh /(me1mh); me,h are the
effective masses ofe andh; r H5(1/eH)1/2 is the magnetic length!.

Using the quadratic dispersion relation for magnetoexcitons, one has at anyH an
expression for the magnetoexciton velocity analogous to that for the ordinary mome
Ṙ5]«/]P5P/mH , and the following expression for the mass current of an isola
magnetoexciton:

J~P!5
M

mH
P, ~1!

whereM5me1mh .

The indirect magnetoexcitons interact as parallel dipoles ifD is larger than the mean
distance between an electron and hole along the quantum wells,D@^r &. But in high
fieldsH one haŝ r &'PrH

2 ~Refs. 6 and 7!. Typical values of the magnetic momentumP
for dilute magnetoexciton systems obey the inequalityP!Anex ~due to the ‘‘large’’
logarithm ln(nex) — see below!. So the inequalityD@^r & is valid atD@Anexr H

2 .

The distinction between excitons and bosons is due to exchange effects.13 But these
effects for indirect excitons with spatially separatede and h in a dilute system
nexa

2(H,D)!1 are suppressed on account of the barrier associated with the dip
dipole repulsion of the excitons14 ~e.g., in high fieldsH the small parameter is

exp@2~2mH!5/6e5/3D2/3nex
21/12 ln1/3~1/8pnexmH

2 e4D4!#;

a(D,H) is the magnetoexciton radius along the quantum wells!. Therefore exchange
effects are negligible and the system under consideration can be treated by the d
technique for a boson system.
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For a dilute 2D magnetoexciton system~at nexa
2(D,H)!1) summation of the

ladder diagrams is adequate. But in contrast with a 2D system without a magnetic fi15

some problems arise due to nonseparation of the relative motion ofe and h and the
exciton center-of-mass motion.6,7,11 So the Green functions depend on both the exter
coordinatesR,R8 and the internal coordinatesr ,r 8. It is convenient to treat the problem
in the representation of the eigenfunctionsunmP& of the Hamiltonian and magnetic mo
mentum of an isolated magnetoexciton.

In high magnetic fields, when the typical interexciton interactionD2nex
23/2!\vc

~wherevc5eH/m is the cyclotron energy, andm5memh /(me1mh)), one can ignore
transitions between Landau levels and consider only the states on the lowest Landa
m5n50. Sincer has a typical value ofr H andP!1/r H , the equation for the vertexG
in the ladder approximation for a dilute magnetoexciton system (nexa

2(H,D)!1) in the
n,m,P representation turns out to be analogous to that for a 2D boson system with
magnetic field, but with the magnetoexciton magnetic massmH ~which depends onH and
D) instead of the exciton mass (m5me1mh):

G~p,q;L !5UF~p2q!1E dl

~2p!2

UF~p2 l!G~ l ,q;L !

k2/mH1V2L2/4mH2 l 2/mH1 id
,

m5k2/2mH5nexG5nexG~0,0,0!. ~2!

Herem is the chemical potential of the system (L is the sum and 2p the difference
of the initial magnetic momenta of a pair of excitons, and 2q is the difference of the fina
magnetic momenta!, and UF(P) is the Fourier transform of the potential energ
U(R12R2)5e2D2/uR12R2u3.

At small magnetic momentaP the spectrum of collective excitations
E(P)5cs(H,D)P, with the sound velocitycs5Am/mH.

A simple ~analytical! solution for the chemical potentialm5m(H,D) can be ob-
tained from Eq.~2!, e.g., atr H!D!(r H

4 /nex
1/2)1/5:

m5k2/2mH58pnex/2mHln~1/8pnexmH
2 e4D4!.

So at fixednex and in high magnetic fields the sound velocity in the magnetoexc
system~due tomH5mH(H,D)) falls off approximately asH21/2 at D!r H and asH22 at
D@r H .

The temperatureTc of the Kosterlitz–Thouless transition16 to the superfluid state in
a 2D magnetoexciton system is determined by the equationTc50.5p\2ns(Tc)/kBmH ,
wherens(T) is the superfluid density of the magnetoexciton system as a function o
temperatureT, magnetic fieldH, and interlayer distanceD, andkB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant.

The functionns(T) can be found from the relationns5nex2nn (nex is the total
density,nn is the normal-component density!. We determine the normal-component de
sity by the usual procedure~see, e.g., Ref. 17!. Suppose that the magnetoexciton syst
moves with a velocityu. At TÞ0 dissipating quasiparticles will appear in this syste
Since their density is small at lowT, one can assume that the gas of quasiparticles i
ideal Bose gas.
357 357JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Lozovik et al.
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To calculate the superfluid-component density we start by finding the total curre
quasiparticles in a frame in which the superfluid component is at rest. Using Eq.~1!, we
can see that the total current of the system is proportional to the total momentum, w
coefficient that depends onnn . As a result, we have for the superfluid density

ns5nex2nn5nex2
3z~3!

2p

T3

cs
4mH

. ~3!

Substituting the superfluid-component densityns from Eq. ~3! into the equation
above for the Kosterlitz–Thouless temperature, we obtain:

Tc5F S 11A 16

~6•0.45!3p4S mHTc
0

nex
D 3

11D 1/3

1S 12A 16

~6•0.45!3p4S mHTc
0

nex
D 3

11D 1/3G Tc
0

~4p!1/3
. ~4!

HereTc
0 is an auxiliary quantity equal to the temperatureTc

0 at which the superfluid
density vanishes in the mean field approximation, i.e.,ns(Tc

0)50:

Tc
05S 2pnexcs

4mH

3z~3!
D 1/3

. ~5!

In high magnetic fields the Kosterlitz–Thouless temperature is

Tc'
Tc

0

~4p!1/3
'S 32

3z~3!ln2~1/8pnexmH
2 D4!

D 1/3
pnex

mH
. ~6!

In high fieldsH at smallP the effective magnetic mass of an exciton on the low
Landau level (n50) and with quantum numberm50 is given bymH523/2/e2r HAp at
D!r H and by mH'D3/e2r H

4 at D@r H . At large D, i.e., for D@a0* in weak fields
(r H@a0* ) or for D@r H in high fields (r H!a0* ), one hasmH5M1H2D3/c2 ~Refs. 7
and 12.

According to Eqs.~4! and~5! the temperature of the onset of superfluidity due to
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition at a fixed magnetoexciton density decreases as a fu
of magnetic field due to the increase inmH as a function ofH andD, while Tc decreases
asH21/2 at D!r H or asH22 at D@r H , andns is a slowly decreasing function ofD. The
dependence ofTc on H is shown in Fig. 1.

From Eqs.~4! and ~5! one can see that the Kosterlitz–Thouless temperature
dilute magnetoexciton system is proportional to the magnetoexciton densitynex . At high
magnetic fields the symmetryn→12n, e↔h obtains at the Landau level. Thus unocc
pied states on Landau levels for spatially separated electrons and holes can b
‘‘antiexcitons,’’ and superfluidity of antiexcitons may also take place at 12n!1. The
Kosterlitz–Thouless temperature for superfluidity of antiexcitons as a function ofH and
D is symmetrical to that for excitons. The top Kosterlitz–Thouless temperature at
magnetic fields corresponds to the ‘‘maximum’’ densitynmax of magnetoexcitons at the
Landau levelnmax5nmax1/4pr H

2 ;H, wherenmax(D) is the maximum filling of the Lan-
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dau level for magnetoexcitons~for antiexcitons the corresponding critical value
12nmax(D)), which obeysnmax(D)<1/2 ~it is also possible to have an excitonic pha
of the BCS type, originating frome–h pairing of composite fermions atn51/2; Ref.
12!. The excitonic phase is stable atD,Dcr(H) when the magnetoexciton energ
Eexc(D,H) ~calculated in Ref. 7! is larger than the sum of the activation energ
EL5ke2/er H for incompressible Laughlin fluids of electrons or holes;k50.06 for
n51

3, etc.18 ~cf. Ref. 9!. Sincek!1, the critical valueDcr@r H . In this case one has

Eexc5
e2

eDS 12
r H

2

D2D
for a magnetoexciton with quantum numbersn5m50. As a result we have
Dcr5r H(1/2k22k). This estimate is correct for smalln when the interaction betwee
magnetoexcitons is small in comparison with the magnetoexciton energyEexc. For
greatern it gives an upper bound onDcr . The coefficientk in the activation energyEL

may be represented ask5k0An. So from the relation betweenDcr and r H one has

ncr5
1

k0
2

r H
2

D2S 12
r H

2

8D2D .

Hence, the maximum Kosterlitz–Thouless temperature at which superfluidity appe
the system isTc

max;nmax(H,D)/mH;AH at D<r H or Tc
max;H21 at D@r H in high

magnetic fields. It is of interest to compare this fact with experimental results on
netoexciton systems. Note that if, at a given density ofe andh and a given magnetic field
H, several Landau levels are filled~but the high-field limitr H!a0* obtains!, the super-
fluid phase can exist for magnetoexcitons on the highest nonfilled Landau level.

FIG. 1. The Kosterlitz–Thouless transition temperatureTc as a function of the magnetic fieldH for different
interwell separationsD ~for GaAs structures!.
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We have shown that at fixed exciton densitynex the Kosterlitz–Thouless tempera
ture Tc for the onset of superfluidity of magnetoexcitons decreases as a functio
magnetic field asH21/2 ~at D;r H). But the maximumTc ~corresponding to the maxi
mum magnetoexciton densities! increases with H in high magnetic fields as
Tc

max(H,D);AH ~at D;r H). This fact needs to be compared in detail with the results
experimental studies of the collective properties of magnetoexcitons. The excitonic
is more stable than the Laughlin states of electrons and holes~with negligible e–h
correlations! at a given Landau fillingn if D,Dcr5r H(1/2k22k), wherek is the coef-
ficient in the Laughlin activation energy. Below the Kosterlitz–Thouless temperature
may observe the appearance of persistent currents in separate quantum wells. Th
layer resistance due to the drag of electrons and holes can also be a sensitive indic
the transition to the superfluid and other phases of thee–h system.12
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Observation of ferrobielastic switching in langasite
crystals under a uniaxial static pressure

G. D. Mansfel’da)

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 10390
Moscow, Russia

J. J. Boy
Ecole Nationale Superieure de Mecanique et des Microtechniques, Besancon, France

~Submitted 23 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 338–340~10 September 1997!

Ferrobielastic switching is observed by measuring the change in the
frequency of a compound acoustic cavity made from a langasite
(La3Ga5SiO14) single crystal, under uniaxial pressure. The effect is
detected from the jump in the cavity frequency at the point of switch-
ing. In quartz the measured value of the pressure at the point of switch-
ing is found to be much higher, 740 MPa. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01117-1#

PACS numbers: 62.20.Dc, 61.66.2f

According to Ref. 1, ferrobielastic switching stimulated by a uniaxial static pres
in certain specially chosen directions can occur in class 32 crystals, which are ferrob
tics. This transition of a sample as a whole into a twinned state has been obs
repeatedly in quartz single crystals by optical2 and, recently, acoustic3 methods. The
switching effect has also been observed in gallium orthophosphate crystals.4 This letter
reports the observation of switching in a langasite~La3Ga5SiO14) single crystal.

The choice of the direction of application of the pressure giving rise to the ferro
tic switching is based on energy considerations: The energy of the crystal lattice aft
transition to a twinned state should be less than in the initial phase. In accordanc
Ref. 5, the changeDG in the Gibbs function at a transition into the twinned phase sho
be negative for directions of application of the pressure which are favorable fo
appearance of a switching effect. It can be shown that forX-cut plates of class 32 crystal

DG52S1123P
2F~u!, ~1!

where the functionF(u) depends on the angle between theZ axis of the crystal and the
directionZ8 along which a mechanical stressP is applied:

F~u!522 sin 2u sin2u. ~2!

Positive values ofF(u) are shown in polar coordinates in Fig. 1a. Since the ela
complianceS1123 is negative for the langasite crystal, negative values ofDG are possible
only near angles of1135° and245°.

In the present work we employed an acoustic method, which we developed e
and applied in Ref. 3, to study the effect of uniaxial pressure on the elastic propert
362 3620021-3640/97/050362-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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a crystal and to observe the ferrobielastic switching effect. The experimental spec
of langasite wereX-cut plates with optically polished, parallel faces~the nonparallelism
was,89) and were used as parts of compound acoustic cavities. Zinc oxide piezoel
transducers were applied to one of these surfaces. A uniaxial pressure, in accordan
Eq. ~1! and Fig. 1a, was applied at an angle of245° in the direction of theZ axis, as
shown in Fig. 1b. All end faces of the samples were also optically polished and
strictly perpendicular with respect to the faces. The compound cavity is a multifrequ
cavity; resonance always occurs when an integral number of half waves fits withi
thickness of the structure. For a 3 mmthick langasite plate and a 8mm thick ZnO film,
a grid of resonance frequencies was observed from 100 to 600 MHz. The change i
resonance frequency under uniaxial pressure is uniquely related with the change
so-called ‘‘natural’’ velocity of sound,6 which should change abruptly upon ferrobielas
switching.4

In our experiment the resonance peaks were detected with a NR4396 micro
circuit analyzer simultaneously at two neighboring resonance frequencies — 41
MHz and 420.761 MHz. The average data from the measurements of the re
pressure-induced changes in frequency are presented in Fig. 2. The changes occu
the resonance frequencies under uniaxial pressure were negative and monotonic fu

FIG. 1. a — Favorable angles of pressure application to produce a transition of aX-cut specimen to a twinned
phase, solid curves — langasite, dashed curves — quartz. b — Experimental configuration for observin
ferrobielastic switching in langasite:1 — langasite single crystal —X-cut plate,2 — ZnO film, 3 — electrodes.

FIG. 2. Relative change in the frequency of a compound acoustic cavity versus applied pressure. Th
marks the point of switching.
363 363JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 G. D. Mansfel’d and J. J. Boy
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of the pressure. One can see that this character of the pressure dependence of
quency change remains up to approximately 740 MPa. At a pressure of 740 MP
measured resonance frequencies increase abruptly. As the pressure increases fur
resonance frequencies once again decrease monotonically~right up to pressures corre
sponding to onset of fracture of the sample!.

It is interesting to compare these data with the results of investigations of a si
phenomenon in quartz.4 For a X-cut plate and a pressure of the order of 500 MPa
resonance frequency undergoes a jump due to ferrobielastic switching, when in m
the sample~or in the entire sample! the crystal lattice passes into the twinned pha
Apparently a switching effect occurs in our case also. However, the sign of the frequ
change in the case of quartz is different, and the initial change in frequency with pre
is positive. Furthermore, according to Eq.~1!, to observe switching in quartz the me
chanical stress must be applied at an angle of 45° with respect to theZ axis, as follows
from Fig. 1a, where the dashed line shows the computational results for quartz.
differences in the direction of application of pressure and the character of the pre
induced change in frequency are in accord with the theory of Ref. 6, specifically, the
due to the fact that the signs of the coefficientS1123 in quartz and langasite are differen
The frequency change observed in langasite at the point of switching is itself m
smaller. It should be noted that switching is much more difficult to observe in lang
than in quartz. The langasite available to us is more brittle than quartz, and the swit
occurs at high pressures. For this reason, most specimens fractured mechanical
before the onset of switching.

In summary, in the present study we have obtained experimental data attesting
fact that ferrobielastic switching can be stimulated in langasite single crystals by un
pressure.

We are grateful of Academician Yu. V. Gulyaev and Professor R. Besson for
attention to this work.

This work was supported in part by Grant No. 96-02-17480 from the Russian
for Fundamental Research.
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Influence of magnetic impurities on the heat capacity of
nuclear spins

A. M. Dyugaev and Yu. N. Ovchinnikov
Max-Planck-Institute for Physics of Complex Systems, D-01187 Dresden, Germany;
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117940 Moscow, Russia

P. Fulde
Max-Planck-Institute for Physics of Complex Systems, D-01187 Dresden, Germany

~Submitted 3 July 1997; resubmitted 28 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 341–345~10 September 1997!

It is found that over a wide range of temperatures and magnetic fields
even a small concentration of magnetic impurities in a sample leads to
a T21 temperature dependence of the nuclear heat capacity. This effect
is due to nuclear spin polarization by the magnetic impurities. The
parameter that controls the theory turns out not to be the impurity
concentrationnimp but instead the quantitynimpme /mn , whereme and
mn are the magnetic moments of an electron and a nucleus, respec-
tively. The ratio ofme andmn is of order of 103. © 1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01217-6#

PACS numbers: 65.40.1g, 75.40.Cx, 75.30.Hx, 75.25.1z

During the last years nuclear spin ordering has been observed in a consid
number of solids~see Ref. 1 for a review!. This is due to impressive progress in coolin
nuclear spin systems — temperatures as low asT;1029 K have been attained. Th
ordering temperatures of the nuclear spin systems are as small as 58 nK for Cu an
nK for Ag ~Refs. 2 and 3!. The Curie temperature for AuIn2 is 35mK. In this system an
interplay between nuclear magnetism and superconductivity has been observed.4

At such low temperatures all the degrees of freedom of the solid except fo
nuclear spins are frozen. The temperature dependence of the resistivity is therefore
conduction electron–nuclear spin interactions.5 In Ref. 6 it was demonstrated that th
nuclear spin susceptibility depends on the impurity concentration and that the he
pacity in low external magnetic fields does not obey a Schottky law. Instead, it is c
to a 1/T behavior. This seems to hold for a number of compounds.6

The aim of this paper is to show that magnetic impurities can give the main co
bution to the heat capacity at low temperatures even if their concentration is very lo
the following we want to give a simple physical argument to justify that statement be
we present a more quantitative theory.

Consider for simplicity a system in which the magnetic interaction between nu
spins as well as between an impurity and the nuclear spins is of the dipolar form
365 3650021-3640/97/050365-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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r 5
. ~1!

Herem1,25m1,2S1,2, wherem1,2 andS1,2 are the magnetic moment and spin ope
tors of two particles 1,2 separated by a distancer . The temperature of the nuclear sp
ordering is accordingly of orderTcn.mn

2/a3, wherea is the distance between neighbo
ing nuclei. Note that the density of sites, i.e., nuclei, isnn.a23.

The crucial point is that the interaction between the impurity spin and a nuclear
is much larger than the one between nuclear spins since the magnetic momentm imp is
much larger than the one of the nucleimn , i.e., m imp /mn.103. Therefore, around eac
impurity there is a volume of sizea3m imp /mn in which the impurity–nuclei interaction
exceeds the one among the nuclei. Consequently, if the impurity concentrationnimp

exceedsmn /m imp the different regions with dominating impurity–nuclei interaction ov
lap and influence each other. We shall consider here the clean limit, i.e., concentr
cimp,mn /m imp . In that case it suffices to consider a single impurity. The calcula
contribution to the heat capacity then has merely to be multiplied bynimp . Furthermore,
we shall assume that the impurity spin is kept fixed by an applied magnetic fieldH0, i.e.,
m impH0@Te , whereTe denotes the temperature of the electron system. ForTe.1024 K
this requires a magnetic field of order 1 G. In AuIn2 ~Ref. 4! the electron–nuclei inter-
action is sufficiently strong that the nuclear temperatureT and the electron temperatur
Te coincide. The effective fieldH acting on a nucleus consists then of the external fi
H0 and the field set up by the impurity, i.e.,

H5H01H1, ~2!

H1~rn!5
3~mimp•r !r /r 22mimp

r 3
. ~3!

Here r5rn2r imp is the distance between nucleus and impurity. The interaction Ha
tonian isH int52(mn•H). The partition functionZn of a nuclear spin is

Zn5
sin h~x~2S11!!

sin h~x!
, x5

mnH~r n!

2T
, ~4!

whereS is the spin of the nucleus.

The specific heat contribution follows fromCn52T(]2Fn /]T2) where
Fn52T ln Zn . Here we have set Boltzmann’s constantkB51. This gives

Cn5x2S 1

sin h2x
2

~2S11!2

sin h2~x~2S11!!
D . ~5!

The average value of the specific heatC̄n is a sum overrn multiplied by the impurity
concentration. Furthermore, it is advantageous to subtract the specific heatCn

(0) of the
pure material

C̄n2Cn
~0!5nimp(

rn

~Cn~H~rn!!2Cn
~0~H0!!. ~6!
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When Cn
(0) is expanded in powers ofmnH0 /T, we obtain to leading order in the

external field

Cn
05nnS mnH0

T D 2 S~S11!

3
, ~7!

wherenn is the concentration of nuclei.

In order that a high-temperature expansion of this type does also hold for the n
close to the impurity the conditionT@m impmn /a3 must be fulfilled. The square of th
effective field is

H2~r !5H0
21

3~mimp•r !21mimp
2 r 2

r 8
1

2

r 5
~3~r•H0!~mimp•r !2~mimp•H0!r 2!. ~8!

From Eqs.~6!–~8! the following expression is obtained for the specific heat in
high-temperature regime,

C̄n2Cn
~0!5nimp

mn
2

T2

S~S11!

3 (
rn

3~mimp•r !21mimp
2 r 2

r 8
. ~9!

The sum converges very rapidly. For fields less than

H005
m imp

a3
~nimp!

1/2 ~10!

the main contribution to the specific heat comes from nuclei close to the magneti
purity.

Consider next the range inT andH0 defined by the inequalities

mH0!T, ~11!

mnm imp

a3
@T@Tcn5

mn
2

a3
. ~12!

In that region the main contribution to the specific heat comes from nuclei at l
distance from the impurity, i.e.,r @a. For them one does not need to take into account
spin–spin interaction between nuclei~see Eq.~11!!, and one can also convert the sum
mation overrn into an integral of the formnn*d3r . . . . From Eq.~6! in this case we
obtain

C̄n2Cn
~0!5nimp

4pnnm impmnS

3T S 11
1

2•31/2
ln~2131/2!D . ~13!

By comparing Eqs.~7! and ~13! one notices that for fields

H0,S m impTnimp

mn
D 1/2

~14!

the main contribution to the specific heat of the nuclear spin system comes from
interaction with magnetic impurities. The temperature dependence of this contribut
367 367JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Dyugaev et al.
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T21 rather thenT22. A dependence of this kind has indeed been observed6 for AuIn2.
We suggest that it is due to the impurity effect discussed here. However, for a qua
tive comparison one must take into account that the main contribution to the specific
comes from the In nuclei which have spinS59/2. The electric field gradient due to th
impurity leads to a quadrupolar splitting of the spin levels. Being proportional tor 23 the
electric field gradient leads also to aT21 temperature dependence of the specific heat.
metals such as Ag, with nuclear spinS51/2 ~Ref. 2!, a quadrupole splitting of cours
does not occur.

We want to point out that aT21 contribution results also from the nuclear spin
impurity spin RKKY-type of interaction

VR52
mn•mimp

r 3
k f ~2pFr !; f ~x!5cos~x!2

sin~x!

x
. ~15!

Here k is a parameter proportional to the spin–spin Fermi contact interaction.7 This
interaction is proportional to the charge of the nucleus.8 For a light nucleusk!1, while
for a heavy onek@1. Therefore in a metal the spin–spin interactions between
nucleus of an impurity and the nuclei of the host contain two contributions given by
~1! and ~15!. As pointed out before, we shall consider here only the universal dipo
dipole interaction~1!, which is the same in metals and insulators.

Next we consider the case of a strong magnetic fieldmnH0@T. In this regime the
heat capacity is exponentially small~see Eq.~5!!. The main contribution to it originates
from nuclei for which the effective fieldH(r ) is of orderT/mn . From Eq.~8! we find

H25S m imp

r 3
2H0D 2

1
3m imp

r 3 S m imp

r 3
12H0D ~H0•r !

H0r
. ~16!

One notices thatH(r ) is zero along a circle of radiusr 05(m imp /H0)1/3 around the
impurity in a plane perpendicular toH0. The nuclei contributing most to the specific he
are within a torus whose axis is given by the circle of radiusr 0. If
dr 5r 2r 0 ,z5(H0•r )/H0r then (z21(dr /r 0)2)1/2 denotes the ‘‘distance’’ from this axis
and we find for the effective field

H259H0
2~z21~dr /r 0!2!. ~17!

With the help of Eqs.~5! and ~17! we obtain

C̄n2Cn
~0!5

16p2T2m impnnnimp

9H0
3mn

2 S 12
1

~2S11!2D I 1 , ~18!

where

I 15E
0

` dx x3

sin h2x
5

3

2
z~3!, ~19!

andz(x) is the Riemann zeta function.

Replacing the sum overrn by an integralnn*d3r is justified only if many nuclei lie
within a radiusdr /r 0.z.T/mnH0 of the torus. This restriction leads to the requireme
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~mnH0!3
@1 ~20!

in order for Eq.~18! to hold. Together with the starting assumption (mnH0@T) this
implies the condition

T!mnH0!~T2m impmnnn!1/3 ~21!

on the applied fieldH0.

Next we deal with the case when the impurity spins are frozen in a glassy
Then Eqs.~5! and ~6! must be averaged over all directions of the external fieldH0. As
stated before, the main contribution to the nuclear heat capacity comes from nucle
effective fieldH.T/mn . As a result we obtain

C̄n2Cn
~0!5

32pT3m impnnnimp

3H0
4mn

3 S 11
1

2A3
ln~21A3!D S 12

1

~2S11!3D I 2 , ~22!

where

I 25E
0

` dx x4

sin h2x
5

p4

30
. ~23!

The restriction~21! for H0 is changed accordingly to

T!mnH0!~T3m impmnnn!1/4. ~24!

The required range of strong magnetic fields has not yet been studied exper
tally, although in Ref. 6 the regionmnH0<T was investigated. For metals in the clea
limit the nuclear spin contribution to the heat capacity has a maximum nearmnH0;T,
the position of which is only weakly dependent on the magnetic impurity concentra
nimp , providednimpm imp /mn!nn . We expect that in the strong-field regimemnH0@T
the heat capacity has a power-law behavior given by Eqs.~18! and~22!. For pure samples
an exponential temperature dependence is obtained~see Eq.~5!!.

In summary, we have shown that in a wide region of temperature and mag
fields the main contribution to the nuclear specific heat results from their interaction
small amounts of magnetic impurities which are present in most of the systems.
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Observation of the amplification of spin-wave envelope
solitons in ferromagnetic films by parallel magnetic
pumping

B. A. Kalinikos,a) N. G. Kovshikov, and M. P. Kostylev
St. Petersburg Electrical Engineering University, 197376 St. Petersburg, Russia

P. Kabos and C. E. Patton
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA

~Submitted 31 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 346–350~10 September 1997!

The propagation of envelope solitons of microwave-frequency spin
waves in a spatially periodic field oriented parallel to the magnetic
pump has been investigated experimentally. In a pulsed pumping re-
gime with amplitude much greater than the threshold for parametric
excitation of spin systems, amplification of spin-wave envelope solitons
exceeding their natural damping was obtained. ©1997 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01317-0#

PACS numbers: 42.65.Tg, 42.65.Yj, 75.70.Ak, 75.30.Ds, 75.40.Gb.

In recent years envelope solitons of both strongly~dipole-exchange! and weakly
~dipole! dispersive microwave-frequency spin waves~SWs! propagating in ferromagnetic
films ~FFs! have been observed and investigated in a series of experiments~see, for
example, Refs. 1–6 and the literature cited therein!. Specifically, it has been establishe
that magnetic dissipation greatly limits the lifetime and therefore the propagation
length of solitons. Even in the case of high-quality single-crystal yttrium iron ga
~YIG! films, which exhibit record low losses, the single-soliton path length does
exceed 1 cm~Ref. 6!. To increase the lifetime of spin-wave solitons, it is necessary
find a method for compensating their natural damping.

It is known theoretically that the damping of spin waves can be compensate
three- and four-wave nonlinear interactions realized under conditions of paralle
transverse parametric pumping. Experimental investigations have shown that the in
fication of linear spin waves in YIG films can be accomplished with parallel pumpin7,8

The use of local longitudinal pumping to compensate damping of spin-wave env
solitons was recently reported.9 The maximum gain achieved in Ref. 9 was equal to
dB. Our objective in the present work was to study the propagation of spin-wave e
lope solitons in a spatially periodic parallel magnetic pump field for the purpos
obtaining efficient amplification of solitons.

Theoretical investigations of the parametric intensification of spin-wave enve
solitons10 show that of the possible types of spin-wave solitons in ferromagnetic fi
intensification is most easily accomplished in the case of the so-called backward vo
spin waves~BVSWs!. These waves propagate in the direction of a constant mag
field in tangentially magnetized films and exhibit negative dispersion in the lo
371 3710021-3640/97/050371-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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wavelength region of the spectrum. As was shown earlier,11 both theoretically and ex-
perimentally, long BVSWs possess a low parametric excitation thresholdhth , which
makes their parametric regeneration a comparatively easy matter. Furthermore,
count of the characteristic dispersive and nonlinear properties of BVSWs, it is com
tively easy to produce envelope solitons of these waves.3,4,6 This is the reason why in the
present work the parametric amplification experiments were performed with BVSW
tons.

Specimens in the form of narrow film strips 2 mm wide~spin-wave ‘‘waveguides’’!
were used for the experiments. These waveguides were cut from single-crystal YIG
with thicknessL55.2 mm, grown on a gadolinium–gallium garnet substrate with~111!
orientation. Launching and receiving of the spin waves were accomplished with
standard construction,1,6 using 50-mm wide short-circuited launching and receiving m
crostrip antennas whose length was equal to the width of the film waveguide. The
tance between the antennas was equal to 6.1 mm. Two types of periodic micr
structures were used to produce the microwave field parallel to the magnetic p
in-phase~‘‘grating’’ ! and antiphase~‘‘meander’’!. The grating structure has a period
0.3 mm and consists of seven 0.1-mm wide elements. The meander structure has a
of 0.3 mm and consists of eleven 0.1-mm wide elements. Each pumping structur
placed alternately between the antennas. The distance from the input antenna to th
of the first element of the structure was chosen to be 3 mm, which ensured the form
of a single envelope soliton when the wave packet approached the edge of the str
~A discussion of the production of BVSW solitons can be found in Ref. 6.!

A pulsed pumping regime was used to obtain efficient amplification of the solit
In this technique, the pump pulse was applied at the moment when the spin-wave s
approached the edge of the pump structure. According to theory,10 when the soliton and
pump pulses are superposed in this manner, amplification can be effected in a n
tionary regime in which, even at large supercritical pumpingh/hth@1, the parametric
excitation of parasitic~thermal! spin waves has still not developed.

We shall now discuss the experimental data obtained using the grating micr
structure as the pump element. In the absence of a pump field, the soliton excitatio
propagation regime was similar to that described in detail in Ref. 6. The experim
were performed at the signal carrier frequencyf s 54669 MHz, which was 50 MHz lower
than the frequency of the homogeneous ferromagnetic resonance of the experimen
specimen. The computed value of the carrier wave vector wasks5110 rad/cm. The pump
frequencyf p was varied in the region of twice the signal frequency. The best so
amplification regime was obtained forf p/22 f s55 MHz.

The experiments were performed in two stages. The power thresholdPth of the
parametric instability of the spin system was measured at the first stage under prac
stationary excitation conditions. For this, long~more than 50ms! microwave pulses were
applied to the microstrip pump structure. The threshold was fixed according to th
pearance of parametrically generated BVSWs at the output antenna at frequencyf p/2.
The amplification of linear spin-wave pulses and spin-wave solitons with simultan
application of f s and f p was investigated at the second stage. In so doing, the p
power was chosen to be close to and higher than the threshold valuePth .
372 372JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Kalinikos et al.
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Characteristic oscillograms illustrating the amplification of an BVSW envelope s
ton are displayed in Fig. 1. The oscillograms were obtained with the following pa
eters: pump pulse duration — 100 ns, input signal pulse duration — 26 ns, so
duration — 14 ns. The measured soliton delay time was equal to 237 ns, which g
soliton velocity of 2.573106 cm/s. This soliton velocity is close to the theoretica
computed value of the group velocity of the carrier wave, equal to 2.43106 cm/s.

It is clear from the oscillograms that the amplitude of the soliton increases with
pump powerPp , i.e., the soliton is amplified. We also note that the envelope of
amplified soliton pulses appears to be smeared in amplitude. This phenomenon is
ably due to the asynchronicity of the signal and pump phases.

Figure 2 shows curves of the gainG5 f (P/Pth) measured in the soliton regime an
a regime which is linear in the input signal. We call attention to the fact that the gai
the linear pulse with the same pump powersPp is much larger than the soliton gain.

The maximum soliton gain was equal to about 6 dB. The same gain was obt
using the meander pump structure.

Attempts to increaseG by increasingPp resulted in a change in the shape of t
output pulse. Apparently, this corresponded to the onset of a transition into a two-s

FIG. 1. Oscillograms of the envelope of a pulsed signal at the output antenna. The oscillograms were o
for different pump powers: 1 —Pp /Pth52.5, 2 —Pp /Pth5128, 3 —Pp /Pth5155, 4 —Pp /Pth5251.

FIG. 2. Gain of linear spin-wave pulses (3) and spin-wave solitons (d) versus the normalized pump powe
The solid line shows the computational result obtained from the numerical data.
373 373JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Kalinikos et al.
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regime ~according to the type described in Ref. 4!. This last remark is tentative an
requires a detailed experimental study. According to a theory in which the thresho
the one- and many-soliton regimes are determined neglecting dissipation~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 12!, the maximum gain in the one-soliton regime cannot exceed 9.6 dB

A theory that would completely explain the experiments performed has not yet
developed. We performed a numerical simulation in order to determine the main fea
of the parametric amplification of the BVSW pulses by longitudinal-pump pulses. As
initial equations, we employed the evolutionary equations presented in Ref. 10.
cases were simulated in order to clarify the physics of the process: co- and counter
gation of the signal and idler waves. It was found that the experimental results obt
with linear-wave pulses find a good theoretical explanation when the signal and
wave pulses propagate in the same direction. An example of the numerical res
shown in Fig. 3. For the numerical simulation, the profile of the signal wave was tak
the form sech@a(t2t0)#. We underscore the fact that all other parameters were take
be the same as in the experiment. The dotted lines in Fig. 3 show the profiles of the
and output signal pulses in the absence of a pump; the solid line shows the profile
amplified spin-wave pulse. As is clear from the figure, the theoretical gain is greater
the natural damping of the spin-wave pulse.

The gainG5 f (Pp /Pth) calculated from the numerical data is shown in Fig. 2~solid
line!. It is easy to see that the experimental data are in good agreement with the
lations.

The codirectionality of the propagation of the signal and idler waves makes it
sible to interpret their interaction in a pump field as a parametric process of the
ks1ki5kp , whereki and kp are the wave numbers of the idler and pump waves.
latter relation giveskp5220 rad/cm. This value ofkp gives l 52p/kp>0.029 cm. These
considerations were used to choose the period of the pump structures employed
experiments.

FIG. 3. Results of numerical simulation of the propagation of a spin-wave pulse in a YIG film. The dotted
show the profiles of the input and output spin-wave pulses in the absence of a pump and the solid line
the same profiles in the presence of a pump. The following parameters were used in the simulation
velocity — 2.573106 cm/s, input pulse duration — 14 ns, dissipation parameter —DH50.25 Oe, supercriti-
cality — (Pp /Pth)

1/2520.
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A detailed description of the experimental results will be published later.

This work was sponsored by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
No. 96-02-19515!.
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Giant blue shift of photoluminescence in strongly excited
type-II ZnSe/BeTe superlattices

S. V. Za tsev, V. D. Kulakovski , A. A. Maksimov,a) D. A. Pronin,
and I. I. Tartakovski 
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

N. A. Gippius
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

M. Th. Litz, F. Fisher, A. Waag, D. R. Yakovlev,b) W. Ossau,
and G. Landwehr
Physikalisches Institut der Universita¨t Würzburg Am Hubland, 97074 Wu¨rzburg, Germany

~Submitted 5 August 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 351–356~10 September 1997!

A giant blue shift ('0.5 eV! and a large decrease in the emission time
of a spectral band corresponding to radiative recombination of spatially
separated electrons and holes are observed in ZnSe/BeTe superlattices
at high laser excitation levels. On the basis of numerical calculations,
the observed defects are attributed to band bending arising in type-II
structures at high carrier density. ©1997 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~97!01417-5#

PACS numbers: 78.55.Et, 78.66.Hf

In contrast to quasi-two-dimensional type-I semiconductor structures, in ty
structures the energy minima for electrons and holes lie in different layers. Spa
separated electron and hole layers are easily realized in such systems, which
influences their optical properties.1–3 ZnSe/BeTe superlattices are comparatively n
objects which are extremely interesting both for fundamental research and becaus
have promising potential applications in different applied fields.4 The case of a type-II
system with a high localizing potential for electrons in the ZnSe layer (.2.0 eV) and for
holes ('0.9 eV), whose energy minimum lies in the BeTe layer, is realized in th
structures. Such deep potential wells for electrons and holes make it possible to rea
photoexcited lattices an electron–hole system with separated layers of electrons an
with density exceeding 1014 cm22. The electric fields induced by such dense electro
hole layers in turn should strongly modify the energy structure of the superlattice
therefore the energy of interband optical transitions. In a weakly-excited superla
direct ~in space! optical transitions corresponding to radiative recombination of photo
cited electrons and holes in the ZnSe layer lie at energies near 2.8 eV. Indirect~in space!
optical transitions, however, corresponding to radiative recombination of photoex
electrons in the ZnSe layer and holes in the BeTe layer fall into the spectral r
,2.0 eV.5

In the present letter we report on an investigation of a spectral reorganizatio
376 3760021-3640/97/050376-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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radiative recombination in the region of spatially indirect transitions at high photoex
carrier densities. The experimental samples were grown by molecular-beam epita
~001! GaAs substrates and consisted of a superlattice containing 60 periods of alter
7.2 nm and 4.0 nm thick ZnSe and BeTe layers, respectively. The samples were pla
helium vapors in an optical thermostat with the temperature regulable over the
T54.52300 K.

Photoluminescence was excited with a pulsed N2 laser ~pulse duration;0.5 ns,
pulse power 100 kW, pulse repetition frequency 50 Hz!. Thel5337.1 nm (\v53.678
eV) radiation of this laser is absorbed only in the ZnSe layers, since the band gap in
Eg.4.2 eV.5 The laser excitation densityP at the surface of the sample was varied
means of calibrated filters. The photoluminescence spectra were recorded with a MD
spectrometer equipped with an optical multichannel analyzer and a fast 18E´ LU-FM pho-
tomultiplier; this enabled us to obtain time-integrated emission spectra and to reco
luminescence pulses in different fixed spectral intervals with a temporal resolutio
;1.2 ns.

Figure 1 displays the photoluminescence spectra of a ZnSe/BeTe superlattic
different laser excitation levels. At low excitation levels~curve1! the spectrum consist
of two bands: a relatively intense band with a maximum near\v.1.88 eV and a wide
band with a short-wavelength limit in the region\v'2.05 eV. The intensity of the

FIG. 1. Time-integrated photoluminescence spectra of a ZnSe/BeTe superlattice with different laser
densities:1 — 40, 2 — 160,3 — 460,4 — 1000 kW/cm2 5Pmax. The dots show the spectral dependence
the emission timet at Pmax. The measured valuest,1.5 ns can serve as an estimate of the upper limit on
emission time~see text!. The open circle was obtained atT540 K.
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second band increases substantially with increasing excitation level; this is accomp
by a strong blue shift of the band, exceeding 0.5 eV with maximum excitation den
Pmax'1000 kW/cm2. The spectral position of the band near\v.1.88 eV remains prac-
tically unchanged and the intensity of the band saturates with increasing laser
densityP ~Fig. 2! and even decreases slightly nearPmax.

The measurements of the photoluminescence kinetics in a ZnSe/BeTe super
with maximum excitation levels at different wavelengths showed that the emission
t(v) vary by more than two orders of magnitude depending on the spectral int
~points in Fig. 1!. The duration of the emission pulses in the region of direct opt
transitions (\v'2.8 eV) and in the blue wing of the spectral band in the region
indirect transitions (\v;2.422.6 eV) are close in magnitude and equal'1.5 ns, which
is at the limit of the temporal resolution of the measuring system;1.2 ns and does no
permit us to determine the emission timet in this region of the spectrum but permits on
estimating the upper limit,t<1.5 ns. The photoluminescence emission time increa
rapidly with increasing wavelength.

To explain the nature of the emission lines we also investigated the changes o
ring in the emission spectra with increasing temperature. We found that when the
perature increases up toT540 K, the spectral band with a maximum at\v.1.88 eV
vanishes almost completely. At the same time, the nonmonotonic dependencet(v) ob-
served at low temperatures in this spectral region also vanishes:t changes from'225 ns
to '90 ns~open circle in Fig. 1!. Changes of this character in the emission spectra
the emission time with increasing temperature together with the pump dependence
intensity indicate that the spectral band with a maximum at\v.1.88 eV is due to
impurities.

FIG. 2. Intensity of the\v.1.88 eV band versus laser excitation densityP.
378 378JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Za tsev et al.
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The virtually temperature-independent emission band in the region 2.0–2.6 eV
responds to indirect interband transitions of electrons from the ZnSe layers into the
valence band. To explain its spectral-temporal features, it is necessary to take int
sideration the fact that as the photoexcited carriers in the ZnSe layer relax they spre
in space, since holes strive to be localized in the BeTe layer. This leads to the appe
of electric fields in the system which in turn give rise to bending of the valence
conduction band and change the overlapping of the electron and hole wave function
performed numerical calculations based on which we determined, by solving a
consistent problem,6 the positions of the energy levels and wave functions of the e
trons ~in the ZnSe layer! and holes~in the BeTe layer! with different carrier densities
taking account of the bending of the conduction and valence bands. The computa
results are presented in Fig. 3 for two densitiesn51012 cm22 andn5231013 cm22. One
can see that as the carrier density increases, a large shift of the electron (e) and hole (h)
energy levels, as a result of increasing band bending, as well as a strong change
wave functions occur.

Figure 4 displays the computational results for the positions of the first three le
of the electrons (e1 –e3) and holes (h1 –h3) with the density varying fromn51010 to
n5231013cm22. The arrows indicate for several values of the carrier densities
energy of the spatially indirect optical transition accompanying radiative recombin
of electrons and holes occupying the lower level. The Fermi energy estimated for c
densityn5231013 cm22 is EF'200 meV,c! which agrees well with the width of the
emission band at the maximum excitation level~Fig. 1, curve4!. It should be noted tha

FIG. 3. Band diagram of a ZnSe/BeTe~7.2 nm/4.0 nm! superlattice calculated for two values of the carri
densityn. The dotted straight lines show the positions of the first three levels for electrons in the ZnSe (e1 –e3)
layer and holes in the BeTe (h1 –h3) layer; light solid lines — electron (Ce1) and hole (Ch1) wave functions,
respectively, for the lowest levels.
379 379JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Za tsev et al.
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in our calculations we neglected the renormalization of the bands by the multipa
Coulomb interactions. This approximation is entirely justified for a semiquantitative
scription of dense electron–hole systems, since in this case the Fermi energyEF greatly
exceeds the total exchange-correlation energyExc .8,9 At the same time, it is evident from
Fig. 1 that for high excitation densities the observed blue shift reaches values.0.5 eV,
which greatly exceeds our estimate forEF'0.2 eV. Therefore the experimentally ob
served spectral shifts into the short-wavelength region agree reasonably with the c
tational results and can thereby be attributed to band bending caused by a high den
photoexcited carriers.

Figure 3 also displays the computational results for the wave functions of the lo
electron and hole levels at high carrier densities. It is evident from the figure that a
carrier density increases, the Coulomb attraction of the electrons and holes res
strong carrier localization near the boundary of the interface, substantially increasin
overlapping of their wave functions. This decreases the radiative recombination tim
the blue wing of the spectral band in the region of spatially indirect optical transition
is observed experimentally.

It should be noted that at sufficiently high laser excitation levels the time-integr
photoluminescence spectrum is a superposition of spectra corresponding to differe
rier densities. Indeed, at the end of the laser pulse the carrier density in the sys
initially maximum. Maximum band bending occurs and, correspondingly, the blue
for indirect optical transitions reaches its highest values. As the carrier density dec
after the laser pulse ends, the radiative recombination spectrum in the region of in
optical transitions shifts continuously in the direction of lower energies. In principle, s
an evolution of the spectral composition of the photoluminescence can be trac
time-resolved spectra. However, in our case of a superlattice with a large numb
periods the level of laser excitation is substantially nonuniform for layers lying at di
ent depths from the surface of the sample. For this reason, to obtain quantitative r
we plan to perform in the near future measurements of time-resolved emission spec

FIG. 4. Computed positions of the first three levels for electrons in the ZnSe (e1 –e3) layer and holes in the
BeTe (h1 –h3) layer versus carrier densityn.
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superlattices with a small number of periods or on a single quantum well.

In summary, we have established that a giant blue shift of the spectral band
region of spatially indirect optical photoluminescence transitions and a sharp decre
the radiative recombination time on the blue wing of the band are observed in a ty
ZnSe/BeTe superlattice at high optical pumping levels. Numerical calculations sh
that the observed effects are due to strong bending of the conduction band in ZnS
the valence band in BeTe which occurs as high-density photoexcited carriers relax
effects should be observed in any type-II two-dimensional structures with deep pot
wells.

This work was sponsored by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft~SFB 410! and the
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research Grant NNIO 96-00100.

a!e-mail: maksimov@issp.ac.ru
b!Permanent address: A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Pete

Russia
c!In estimating the density, it was assumed that the electron effective mass in ZnSem* '0.17me ~Ref. 7! is
much less than the hole mass in BeTe.
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Anomalous evolution of photoluminescence in porous
silicon in an electric field

B. M. Kostishkoa) and L. I. Gonchar
Ul’yanovsk State University, 432700 Ul’yanovsk, Russia

~Submitted 7 August 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 357–361~10 September 1997!

The change produced in the photoluminescence~PL! of n-type porous
silicon ~por-Si! by irradiation with ultraviolet laser radiation in the
presence of an external electric field has been investigated. A field
effect, consisting of a large change in the integrated PL intensity when
the field is switched on or off, was observed. When the field intensityE
exceeds a critical value, the change in the PL becomes anomalous — an
alternating saw-tooth signal. A kinetic model is proposed wherein the
experimental results are explained by a change in the density of neutral
acceptor and hole surface states formed by hydrogen, oxygen, and fluo-
rine atoms adsorbed on the surfaces of pores. ©1997 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01517-X#

PACS numbers: 78.55.Ap, 78.55.Mb

The discovery by Canham1 of visible-range photoluminescence~PL! of porous sili-
con ~por-Si! has aroused great interest in porous silicon as a promising materia
optoelectronics. Even though investigations showed that the practical application o
rous silicon as light-emitting elements2 is held back by the instability of its optica
properties,3 the number of studies of the PL mechanism in porous silicon continue
increase. There is still no generally accepted theory describing the mechanism of
and electroluminescence in porous silicon. The most complete model, both on a the
cal level and supported by experimental results, is currently the model of exci
annihilation on surface states of quantum-size structures.4,5

As is well known,6 radiative annihilation of excitons occurs on neutral surface st
whose number can be controlled by an electric field. In the present work we inves
in this connection the change produced in the photoluminescence of porous silicon
external electric field by laser irradiation.

Phosphorus-doped~100! silicon plates with resistivityr52.4V•cm (Na51.531015

cm23) served as the starting material for the por-Si samples. Porous silicon was pro
by the standard technology in a process of electrochemical etching in an elect
consisting of 48% hydrofluoric~HF! acid and ethyl alcohol in a 1:1 ratio. The electr
chemical etch time was equal to 40 min with a current density of 20 mA/cm2. The initial
PL intensity and its uniformity over the surface were checked in advance for each fr
prepared sample. The por-Si was irradiated with a LGN-409 He–Cd laser (l5325 nm,
P520 mW/cm2) in the electric field~with intensity up to 23104 V/cm! of a flat capaci-
tor whose electrodes were separated by a distance of 1.5 mm. A quartz plate with
382 3820021-3640/97/050382-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2O3 film was used as the top plate of the capacitor, through which the integrated inte
of the PL was monitored. A 0.6mm thick layer of indium oxide was formed by therm
evaporation of metallic indium~99.999% purity! with a resistively heated evaporator
an oxygen atmosphere. To improve the adhesion properties and transparency the fi
subjected to additional thermal oxidation. As a result, the quartz plate with a condu
In2O3 layer possessed transmittanceT560% at the wavelength employed.

Laser irradiation of the por-Si surface was started at the moment the electric
was switched on. The electric fieldE was oriented perpendicular to the surface a
directed away from the experimental sample. During irradiation the field was swit
off at definite moments in time and then switched on once again. The moments wh
intensity of the electric field changed are marked in the figure by the symbolsA andB.
As a result, a change in the integrated PL intensityI L was obtained as a function of th
laser irradiation time in the presence or absence of an external electric field.

The investigations showed that the field defect appears when the electric
strength reaches the valueE'83103 V/cm. Irradiation of por-Si in such a field fo
several minutes and then switching the field off resulted in a sharp change in the
grated PL intensityI L ~see Fig. 1a!. In addition, the character of the change in t
intensity, i.e., an increase or decrease, depended on a large number of factors
sample storage time and conditions, the location of the surface section which was
tigated, the intensity of the laser irradiation, the intensity of the electric field, and fin
the time elapsed from the start of irradiation up to the moment the field was switche
The contribution of each of these factors is a subject of future investigations. Figu
displays the most typical case, when switching off the field resulted in the excitatio
PL. Subsequently,I L(t) exhibited the standard degradation form characteristic for la
treatment.7,8

Irradiation of the sample in the presence of fields exceeding 1.23104 V/cm resulted
in the appearance of an alternating saw-tooth component in the time dependenceI L(t)
~see Fig. 1b!. In addition, the period of the alternating signal depended only on
intensity of the field and assumed the valuesT511067 s atE512 kV/cm,T53063 s
at E516 kV/cm ~see Fig. 1c!, andT52663 s atE518 kV/cm. As one can see, increa
ing the intensity of the field decreased the periodT. The characteristic decay timet of the
alternating component also depended on the laser irradiation time. For exampl
E512 kV/cm t doubled over 10 lasing periods.

To explain the experimental data we propose a model that takes accou
adsorption–desorption processes as well as electron exchange in the adatom–s
system. The hydrogen, oxygen, and fluorine atoms adsorbed on the por-Si surface
acceptors and/or donors. As a result, some donors (ND

0 ) and acceptors (NA
0) on the

surface are in a neutral state, forming a ‘‘weak’’ bond with the lattice, and they rema
donors and acceptors (ND

1 , NA
2) are ionized and ‘‘strongly’’ bound with the surface. Th

ratio between the concentrations of the neutral and charged phases is determined b
lifetimes, which depend on the charge-exchange rates, which in turn are functions
positions of the Fermi quasilevels.6 Quasilevels are introduced because the change in
state of the surface is studied during the process of laser irradiation.

Thus, the change in the density of adatoms, taking account of electron exch
383 383JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 B. M. Kostishko and L. I. Gonchar



processes, can be determined from the system of kinetic equations

dND
0 /dt52ND

0 /tD2ND
0 /tD

0 1ND
1/tD

1 ,

dND
1/dt5ND

0 /tD
0 2ND

1/tD
1 , ~1!

FIG. 1. Integrated intensity of photoluminescence inn-type porous silicon versus laser irradiation time in the
presence of an electric field with intensity: a — 83103 V/cm, intensity 123104 V/cm, and c — intensity
163103 V/cm. The symbolsA and B mark the moments when the electric field is switched off and on,
respectively.
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dNA
0/dt52NA

0/tA2NA
0/tA

01NA
2/tA

2 ,

dNA
2/dt5NA

0/tA
02NA

2/tA
2 ,

wheretD andtA are the lifetimes of the neutral adatoms, which depend on their des
tion rates~it is assumed, by analogy to Ref. 6, that only particles which are weakly bo
with the lattice can be desorbed!; tD

0 andtA
0 are the lifetimes of the adsorbed atoms in t

neutral state, taking account of ionization of the atoms; and,tD
1 andtA

2 are the lifetimes
of the ionized surface states, characterizing the probability of trapping of mobile ch
carriers.

The system of equations~1! is a logical extension of the kinetic model of th
evolution of PL with ultraviolet and electronic processing of porous silicon.8,9 Adsorption
processes are neglected in this system. This makes it possible to obtain an a
solution of the system, assuming that the lifetimes are constants whose values c
abruptly only at the moment when the field is switched on or off:

ND
0 5CD1

0 exp~2l1l !1CD2
0 exp~2l2l !,

ND
15CD1

1 exp~2l1l !1CD2
1 exp~2l1l !,

NA
05CA1

0 exp~2q1l !1CA2
0 exp~2q1l !, ~2!

NA
25CA1

2 exp~2q1l !1CA2
2 exp~2q1l !,

where the pre-exponential factors are functions of the initial concentration and lifetim
each component studied and the arguments of the exponentials are functions
lifetimes only.

In the model of radiative annihilation of excitons in a system of donors and ac
tors, the intensity of photoluminescence can be can be written in the form

I L5Aexnex~bDND
0 1bANA

0 !, ~3!

wherenex is the exciton density,bD andbA are the probabilities of radiative annihilatio
of excitons on neutral states of donors and acceptors, andAex is a dimensional constant

It can be concluded on the basis of the the experimental data that irradiation o
surface ofn-type por-Si with 325 nm light results in the accumulation of a negative sp
charge near the surface. Optical charging of porous silicon was observed earl
Petrov.10 Therefore, laser irradiation and the presence of an electric field directed
from the por-Si surface cause the bands to curve downwards. For strong fieldsE the
following relations between the lifetimes hold in this case:

tD
0 @tD

1 , tA
0!tA

2 . ~4!

After the field is switched off, the surface potential decreases and the inequalities~4! are
reversed. Using these assumptions, the necessary conditions under which switch
field on or off would result in the experimentally observed change in the PL intensity
be determined. For example, for the case shown in Fig. 1a, the condition thatI L increases
when the field is switched off is

bDND
0 ~ l 0!/bANA

0~ l 0!,tD
0 /tA

2 , ~5!
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where tD
0 and tA

2 are the lifetimes established after the momentt0 when the field is
switched off. As one can see, in order for PL to be excited por-Si the density of ne
acceptor levels must increase at a rate higher than the rate of ionization of the
states.

The appearance of an alternating signal in the degradation curves is explained
fact that the photostimulated charging of the surface of porous silicon and the ex
electric field result in the accumulation of a critical level of electric charge, accompa
by relatively slow quenching of PL. The subsequent formation of drain channels an
rapid decrease of the surface charge result in rectification of the bands and an
increase in the PL intensity. But if the external conditions did not change, i.e.,
irradiation continues and an electric field is present, the entire process repeats~Figs. 1b
and 1c!. It is obvious that in this case the period of the oscillations of the PL inten
should depend only on the magnitude of the field, the structure of the surface, an
intensity of the laser radiation. This is confirmed by the experimental results.

In summary, we have investigated in the present work the evolution of photol
nescence in porous silicon under laser irradiation in an electric field. It was found th
fields exceeding 83103 V/cm, switching an electric field on or off results in an abru
change in the PL intensity. For stronger fieldsE>1.23104 V/cm the integrated intensity
becomes an alternating function of the irradiation time, the period of the oscilla
decreasing with increasingE. To explain the observed effect, a model which describes
the basis of radiative annihilation of excitons the change inI L as being due to
adsorption–desorption processes and electron exchange in the system of donor
ceptor surface states was proposed.

This work was supported by the Grants ‘‘Conversion and high technologies’’
‘‘Fundamental studies in high technologies.’’

a!e-mail: Kost@ftf.univ.simbirsk.su
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Annihilation of Brownian particles on randomly
distributed traps during anisotropic diffusion

A. M. Berezhkovskiia)

L. Ya. Karpov Scientific-Research Physicochemical Institute, 103064 Moscow, Russia

Yu. A. Makhnovskii
A. V. Topchiev Institute of Petrochemical Synthesis, Russian Academy of Sciences, 1
Moscow, Russia

A. A. Ovchinnikov
N. M. Émanuél’ Joint Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117334 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 5 August 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 5, 362–365~10 September 1997!

The effect of diffusion anisotropy on the long-time asymptotic behavior
of the survival probability of a Brownian particle among randomly
distributed traps is discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01617-4#

PACS numbers: 05.40.1j

1. The problem of the survival of a Brownian particle in a medium with random
distributed traps arises in the study of different phenomena in physics and chemistr
Smoluchowski theory,1,2 which is a mean-field approximation in this problem, describ
the survival probability satisfactorily at not too long times.3 This approximation is no
longer valid at long times. Thet→` asymptotic behavior of the exact solution has be
obtained independently by a number of authors.4–8 They all used the ideas proposed b
Lifshitz9 for calculating the tail of the density of states of a quantum particle in the fi
produced by randomly distributed scatterers. In the analysis it was assumed th
diffusion is isotropic. The asymptotic behavior of the survival probabilityS(t) of a
particle in ad-dimensional space has the form4–8

2 ln S~ t !}~c2/dDt !d/~d12!, ~1!

wherec is the trap density andD is the diffusion coefficient of a Brownian particle. T
obtain expression~1! one must study the survival of particles created in large fluctua
cavities with no traps. If a particle resides for the entire timet inside such a cavity, then
the particle will certainly not be annihilated. Both the fraction of large fluctuation cav
and the probability of avoiding an escape from a cavity over the timet are small.
Nonetheless, of the particles that survive for long times the overwhelming majority
particles that were always located in fluctuation cavities.4–8

Our objective in the present letter is to investigate the influence of diffusion an
ropy on the asymptotic behavior of the survival probability. Our analysis shows
expression~1! is modified a! in the presence of anisotropic diffusion~when the diffusion
387 3870021-3640/97/050387-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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coefficients are finite in all directions! and b! when the coefficients in some direction
vanish and essentially the spatial dimension of the problem changes.

2. We start with an analysis of the annihilation of Brownian particles in thr
dimensional space on spherical traps of radiusb in the limiting anisotropic situation when
diffusion occurs only along thex direction andDy5Dz50. Let L be the amplitude of a
one-dimensional Wiener trajectory of a Brownian particle~the sum of the maximum
deviations to the left and right of the starting point over the observation timet). The
survival probability of a particle realizing such a trajectory equals a fraction of the
configurations for which all traps are located quite far from the trajectory. In other wo
this probability equals the probability that no trap falls within a cylinder of radiub
surrounding a trajectory. In the case of a Poisson distribution of traps the proba
equals exp(2pb2cL). The amplitudeL is a random quantity. Introducing its probabilit
densityF(tuL), we can represent the desired survival probability in the form

S~ t !5E
0

`

exp~2pb2cL!F~ tuL !dL. ~2!

Using the results of Ref. 10, it can be shown that expression~2! is the exact solution,
first obtained in Ref. 4, of the one-dimensional problem with an effective o
dimensional densityc̃15pcb2:

S~ t !5
4

p2E0

`

expS 2
p2 c̃1

2Dxt

x2 D x

sinh x
dx. ~3!

An important feature of the one-dimensional case is that the quantitiesc̃1 , Dx , and t

form the dimensionless combination c̃1
2Dxt. Therefore the quantity

( c̃1
2Dx)

215(p2b4c2Dx)
21 is a natural time scale of the problem. Fort,(p2b4c2Dx)

21

the mean-field description works, while fort.(p2b4c2Dx)
21 the survival probability is

described well by the asymptotic expression~1! with d51 and c5 c̃1: 2 ln S(t)
}( c̃1Dxt)

1/3.

3. If the diffusion coefficientsDy andDz are different from zero but small, expres
sion ~3! for the survival probability is applicable as long as the observation timet is not
too large, specifically, the displacement in the perpendicular direction must be
compared withb, i.e., for t!b2D'

21 , where we assumed thatDy5Dz5D' . If D'→0,
expression~3! is applicable in the entire time interval. Comparing the two time sca
b2D'

21 and (p2b4c2Dx)
21 shows that the deviations from the one-dimensional beha

of S(t) appear after expression~3! reaches the asymptotic behavior~1! with d51 and
c5 c̃1, if D',DxC

2, whereC54pcb3 is the volume fraction of traps, assumed to
a small parameter of the problem,C!1. However, ifD'.DxC

2, then the deviation
from the one-dimensional behavior ofS(t) occurs at times when the mean-field descr
tion is valid.

To estimate the asymptotic survival probability forD'Þ0 we note that the prob
abilities that the displacement amplitudes in thex and r 5Ay21z2 directions do not
exceedL andR, respectively, equal exp(2a1Dxt/L

2) and exp(2a2D't/R2), wherea1 and
a2 are numerical factors expressed in terms of the first zeros of the corresponding B
388 388JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 5, 10 Sept. 1997 Berezhkovskii et al.
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functions.3 The probability that a cylinder of radiusR and lengthL contains no traps
equals exp(2pR2cL). The particles created and residing in such a cylinder at all tim
certainly survive. Therefore, to estimate the long-time asymptotic behavior of the
vival probability the following expression~product of the probabilities mentioned abov!
must be optimized with respect toL andR:

expH 2F S a1Dx

L2
1

a2D'

R2 D t1pR2cLG J [exp@2 f ~L,Rut !#. ~4!

Varying f (L,Rut) with respect toL andR we obtain the system of equations

2
2a1Dxt

L3
1pcR250, 2

a2D't

R3
1pcRL50, ~5!

whence we find the optimum values ofLt andRt as functions of time:

Lt}S Dx
2

cD'

t D 1/5

, Rt}S D'
3/2

cDx
1/2

t D 1/5

. ~6!

Substituting the obtained optimal values intof (L,Rut), we obtain the desired asymptotic

2 ln S~ t !. f ~Lt ,Rtut !}~c2/3Dx
1/3D'

2/3t !3/5. ~7!

In the case of isotropic diffusion (Dx5D'5D) the relation~7! passes into the well-
known result ~1!, which in the three-dimensional case has the form2 ln S(t)
}(c2/3Dt)3/5.

The estimate~7! holds under the condition that the optimal values ofLt andRt are
large compared withb. This is essentially a restriction on the times at which the asy
totic relation~7! is justified:

t@cb5 maxH Dx
1/2

D'
3/2

;
D'

Dx
2J . ~8!

If one of the diffusion coefficients vanishes, then the relation~7! is not realized. For
example, ifD'50, the problem is one-dimensional.

4. Performing a similar analysis in thed-dimensional case, we find that the expre
sion to be optimized is

expH 2Fa1tS (
i 51

d
Di

Li
2D 1cS )

i 51

d

Li D G J [exp@2 f ~$Li%ut !#, ~9!

analogous to expression~4!. Minimizing f ($Li%ut) with respect to allLi , i 51, 2, ... ,d,
we arrive at the system of equations

] f

]Li
52

2a1Di

Li
3

1
c

Li
S )

j 51

d

L j D 50,i 51,2, . . . ,d, ~10!
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whence we find the optimal values ofLi ,t

L i ,t5F 2DLi
~d12!/2t

cS )
j 51

d

D j D 1/2G 1/~d12!

, i 51,2, . . . ,d. ~11!

Substituting the optimal values intof ($Li%ut) we obtain the asymptotic expression for th
survival probability

2 ln S~ t !. f ~$Li ,t%ut !}Fc2/dS )
j 51

d

D j D 1/d

tGd/~d12!

. ~12!

This expression is an extension of the relation~1! to the case of anisotropic diffusion. I
diffusion is isotropic, both expressions are identical. The estimate~12! holds if all Li ,t are
much greater than the trap size,Li ,t@b, i 51, 2, . . . ,d. This holds at times satisfying th

inequality

t@cbd12maxH F 1

D1
d12S )j 51

d

D j D 1/2

,
1

D2
d12S )j 51

d

D j D 1/2

, . . . ,
1

Dd
d12S )j 51

d

D j D 1/2G J .

~13!

If at least one of the diffusion coefficientsDi , i 51, 2, ...,d vanishes, then the asymptot
behavior~12! is not realized, since the dimension of the problem in this case is lower
the dimension of thed-space.
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